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Many town and city centres now operate for 18 hours, if not a 
full 4 hours. There has been a huge change in lifestyles since
the days when town centres were dedicated mainly to shopping
9am to 5pm, with a male-dominated drinking culture after hours.
The last wave of new development in town centres has ushered
in a new mix of leisure, entertainment and shopping. This shows
just how vital the leisure economy and more flexible hours are
to the future survival and vitality of centres. 

The challenges of managing and controlling town and city centres

after hours are well documented, and the negative impacts are

well publicised. This report accentuates the positive and sets out

an inspirational agenda for change. It is based on seven years of

original research and practical pilot initiatives led by the former

Civic Trust, in co-operation with key interest groups, both in the

UK and abroad. There were several practical outcomes, including

the NightVision: Town Centres for All (October 2006) publication,

eight NightVision pilot initiatives designed to test the report’s

findings and the development of the Purple Flag Accreditation

scheme for better town centres at night, which is now managed

by the Association of Town Centre Management (ATCM). In much

of this work the BCSC Educational Trust has been a valued partner.

The text of this publication may not be reproduced nor may talks or lectures based on material

contained within the document be given without the written consent of BCSC. No responsibility

for loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining from action as a result of the material

included in this publication can be accepted by the authors or the publishers.
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This report tells the story of the NightVision and Purple Flag
programmes – from the public concern surrounding the passage
of the 2003 Licensing Act to the development of a new national
accreditation scheme for better town centres at night. It draws
on this experience to offer some pointers to the future, at a
time when many previous certainties are surrounded in doubt
and the future for town centres is as challenging as ever. 

The conclusion is optimistic and practical for town and city
centres. The last five years have seen major advances in the
organisation, regulation and control of town centres after
hours, but policy makers and managers can do even more to
understand existing and potential consumer markets better.
They can do more to meet consumer aspirations for quality,
variety and choice. The town centres that will result may well
look and feel different but they can be more successful and
more inclusive, sociable and convivial by day and night.

From NightVision to Purple Flag 
A story of original research, policy development and action
The Civic Trust launched its research into the evening and
night time economy in 2002 with a grant from what was
then the Department of the Environment, matched by private
sector sponsorship. The Trust collaborated with the University
of Westminster and the Erskine Foundation in a series of
research projects, leading to the publication NightVision:
Town Centres for All in October 2006. This report prompted
a number of innovations including a new Civic Trust NightVision
design award, a series of practical pilot projects and ideas
that eventually led to the Purple Flag accreditation scheme,
launched by ATCM in October 2009. The BCSC Educational
Trust supported the research and the NightVision programme,
including much of the early thinking behind Purple Flag.

National policy was seen to be out of step
Section One provides the background to this work in terms
of the policy concerns and the leisure trends that fed national
disquiet and prompted a virulent debate in the press and
media about the Time for Reform White Paper and the 2003
Licensing Act. It shows that the debate was hampered by a
lack of data on the scale and value of the night time economy
and on related health issues and the impact of alcohol abuse. 

A tanker in mid Atlantic
Looking back, it is clear that this marked a turning point
in national policy. Until then the tide of government policy
had been running in favour of liberalisation and deregulation –
seen as appealing to the electorate and beneficial to the
economy. However, the backlash was gathering momentum,
fuelled by a sense of public outrage at the reality of life
on streets at night and the impact of alcohol abuse on the
health of the nation. Like the proverbial tanker in mid
Atlantic, national policy was slow to respond to this change
in national consciousness and an opportunity was missed.
This left a vacuum for others to attempt to fill. 

The importance of the area as a neighbourhood
and destination
The Civic Trust was concerned about the Act’s tight focus
on premises management and hours of operation. The Trust’s
response, as demonstrated in NightVision and Purple Flag,
was to broaden out and consider the area as a whole: the
attractions, the economy, the physical environment and
the people who live, work and visit.
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The evening and night time economies are now vital ingredients in the appeal
of town centres. However, it is a volatile sector. Get it right and town centres
will enjoy an income from tourism, visitors and leisure. But get it wrong and
the reputation and image of the centre can plummet overnight – sometimes
taking years to recover.

executive summary
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NightVision and Purple Flag – the last five years
The Three Imperatives and Ten Principles – five years on
Section Two sets out the hypothesis that underpinned the
NightVision programme in terms of the Three Imperatives
and Ten Principles. It is this hypothesis that was tested in
the eight NightVision pilot projects. The conclusions of the
programme are set out in Section Five. Positive developments
include a greater awareness of the health impacts of alcohol
abuse, a far greater police and security presence on the
streets at night including CCTV, the emergence of a new
‘front line’ of night time managers and guardians, marshalled
taxi ranks and bus queues and, in some cases, a new breed
of entrepreneurial licensing officers. 

Where new shopping centres have been built there has
been an attempt to extend retail hours into the evening,
but there remains considerable resistance to this elsewhere.
Gradually other services are being extended: improved
public lighting, later cleansing rosters, pedestrian signage and
visitor information. It is nevertheless the overall conclusion
that (apart from policing and enforcement) policy is still
fragmented and there remains a great need to promote
a wider understanding of good practice. 

Purple Flag – the final piece in the jigsaw?
Section Three summarises the concept and research that
led to the Purple Flag accreditation scheme – an attempt
to provide an overarching and comprehensive framework
for all the relevant topics and interests. The scheme was
developed very much in partnership with key interests
nationally and with leading local authorities who took
part in the Pathfinder projects. 

As shown in Section Five, initial results suggest that the
Purple Flag methodology is valuable to those wishing to
take stock of the performance of their centres after hours.
Many local authorities and partnerships also see it as a way
of gaining recognition for the advances they have made and
a means of reassuring residents and visitors that their town
centres are clean, safe and convivial. 

In many places, perceptions lag behind reality. Purple Flag
can help those town and city centres that have changed
for the better to get this message across to their customers
and visitors. One conclusion of the Pathfinders is that for
many centres the introduction of a package of relatively
small scale initiatives may make all the difference in
raising standards. 

Town centres must address new markets and attract
new customers
In Section Four the NightVision pilot projects are used
as a basis for extrapolating some principles for economic
growth. The pilots showed that in many places people were
choosing to stay away from town centres after hours. As a
result many centres draw customers from a very narrow
catchment at night. The business and investment lost from
town centres is therefore huge. Ways of addressing this
are set out under the three headings: overcoming barriers
to growth, adding value to existing efforts and exploiting
opportunities. Practical steps are set out under four headings:
developing the concept, undertaking an appraisal, policy
development and action planning. 
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The challenge today
The leisure and entertainment sector remains an important
part of the offer
Even without adequate data on volume and value it is clear
that the sector has become a vital ingredient in the appeal
of town and city centres. One estimate has put the average
value at 27% of town centre turnover. The sector therefore
deserves to be taken more seriously as a part of mainstream
policy planning. This suggests that more robust intelligence
should be provided with the tools devised to allow policy
makers to build proposals for this sector into land use and
strategic policy plans, much as is already the case with
tourism and retailing. 

There are new stakeholders whose voices will be heard
These include loft apartment dwellers, tourists staying
overnight in the new wave of town centre boutique and
budget hotels, plus a growing army of students – many
of whom are lodged in the edge-of-town and city centres.
Town centre partnerships and policies should reflect this
new reality. It is clearly insufficient to manage as if town
centres were the province of retailers and shoppers alone.

The alcohol ‘bubble’ and after
Section One highlights how much town and city centres have
changed. The ‘alcohol bubble’ that drove the fast-paced
expansion of the 1990’s has subsided, if not actually burst. 

The industry is talking of deserting the high street, where
volumes are down and costs are high, in favour of the suburbs.
Gaps are opening up in the high street as businesses go to
the wall. More people are avoiding town centres to buy drinks
from the supermarket to consume at home or are choosing to
socialise closer to home in their local pubs. More are taking
their entertainment home and are shopping on the internet.
Meanwhile it seems the amount of activity in new commercial
floor space construction is likely to be less than half of the
2008 figure for some years to come. 

Opportunities, threats and the ‘self-regulating neighbourhood’
Despite this there are positive trends influencing town centres
and there are opportunities to exploit. But in the future, managers
of town centres will have to work even harder to exploit the
opportunities and counter the threats. One of the threats is
a trend among hard-pressed pubs and bars to discount their
prices heavily and trade down-market in an attempt to stay
afloat. Another is the inevitable squeeze on public expenditure
that will follow hard on the heels of the debt crisis. 

Without at least current levels of policing and enforcement,
some night time hotspots could become unmanageable. This
suggests that there is an even greater need now to look for
that balance of land uses, activities and people that can become
self-regulating. This is where NightVision and Purple Flag can
make a contribution.

Where new shopping centres have
been built there has been an attempt
to extend retail hours into the evening,
but there remains considerable
resistance to this elsewhere.
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It is always a challenge to bring different
skills and sectors together. Failing to do
this could mean that town centres may  fail
to cope adequately with economic change
and may fail to exploit the opportunities
for growth. 

• Relate health checks to life-cycle monitoring so that
policy keeps abreast of the changing needs of areas
at different stages in their growth and maturity.

• Analyse the market and the ‘missing market’ using
commercial and other data sources where appropriate,
so that the town centre can offer something for
everyone and cater to varied age ranges and tastes.

• Exploit major windows of opportunity: There will be fewer
giant town centre development schemes in the future, so it
makes sense to exploit the ones that happen, while getting
the maximum impact from packages of smaller measures.

• Recruit a rich mix of brands: Take the cue from good
shopping centre managers and consciously seek to recruit
a good mix of brands to offer greater quality and choice
after hours.

• Promote better and broader entertainment: ‘High brow’
and ‘low brow’ entertainment meet after hours. Both
need to be championed and strengthened to revitalise
sagging economies, to contribute to employment in
the media and creative sectors and to improve image.

• Plan for ‘chameleon centres’: Town centres are now
very much mixed-use locations serving different clientele
at different times of the day and night. One plan no
longer fits all. The way forward is in the fine grain
of uses, activities and times. 

• Purple Flag for partnership: Use the themes and
methodology of Purple Flag to bring new partners
together and to develop a consensus for action.    
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Town centres 24/7
The Government’s new Planning Policy Statement (PPS) 4
again gives encouragement to local authorities to plan
coherently for diversity and choice after hours, where
appropriate. There have been many advances over the last
five years but this strategic approach is still largely lacking –
and it shows. One reason is that the topic is cross-cutting.
It is always a challenge to bring different skills and sectors
together. Failing to do this could mean that town centres
may fail to cope adequately with economic change and
may fail to exploit the opportunities for growth. 

Ten pointers to the future
Town centres will operate differently in future and this
will affect the attractions and brands, the people on the
streets and where they come from, the number and variety
of stakeholders, the patterns of movement and the spatial
and temporal organisation of centres. Ten pointers to future
good practices are suggested:

• Assess the volume and value of the evening and night
time economy, as a basis for policy development.

• Undertake policy proofing of all the relevant policies
and plans, using NightVision and Purple Flag principles
and standards as a guide.

• Carry out night time health checks regularly, using the
Purple Flag methodology, so that policies and reality
are in step.



 National and local policies are turning to ways of surviving
the recession and repositioning town and city centres to
take advantage of an upturn. What will our centres be like
in the future, who will they attract and what will we be
able to see and do in them after hours? 

Town centre boom and bust
The onset of the recession in 2008 brought to an end 16 years
of exceptional growth in the UK and around the world. Town
centres benefited from this period of prosperity and from
the priority given to investment in town and city centres by
planning policy since the 1980’s. 44% of retail development
was built in town centres and edge-of-centre locations in
England in 2007, up from around 37% in 1995.1

At the time recession struck the development world, a wave
of major investment in town and city centres was underway.
11.2 million sq ft of shopping centre floor space was under
construction in 20082. By 2009 this had fallen to only 6.5
million, down 42%. In many of the schemes new retail floor
space was accompanied by cafés, restaurants, bars and
multiplex cinema complexes. 

In and around town and city centres, investment has also
been going into the development of university campuses3,
town and city centre housing, loft apartments, social housing
and new hotels. In some centres this was accompanied by
public investment in rapid transit, waterfront development
and public spaces. Tourism has been a major driver of the
evening economy in many centres. According to the Jury
Inns Hotel Group4 city break tourism has outperformed other
tourism sectors since 2000. This is at the expense of declining
tourism in seaside, rural and historical locations. They see
it as the “powerhouse of UK tourism”, accounting for 67%
of all expenditure, valued at £53.9 billion in 2007.

Growth after hours
A major expansion in the evening and night time economy took
place in the 1990’s, driven in part by a more commercialised
alcohol industry following Government restructuring in 1989,
the growth in disposable incomes among the young, a relaxation
of regulations and the introduction of rave-style entertainment
to town centre venues. Secondary areas sprang into life as
night time destinations. Disused warehouses, factories and
railway arches became nightclubs. Peripheral sections of high
streets played host to a new breed of café/bar, catering to
the growing numbers of young women in work.

Town and city centres have been hit hard by the biggest recession in 40 years.
All sectors have been affected, including the evening and night time economy
– previously a dynamic, if controversial, feature of the recent most wave of
town and city centre development.

in search of conviviality
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Commercial intelligence from Mintel10 and others offer a
different perspective on the sector, its composition and
trends. It shows that the evening economy is more varied
and vibrant than many think:

The alcoholic drinks sector was worth £41.2 billion in 2008
and the average household spent £30 a week on drink. 

The eating out and takeaway sector was valued at £31.1bn
in 2008 and spending has risen 55% in the past decade. In
2008, for every £1 spent on food, 50p was spent on eating
out and takeaways, equivalent to £10 per person per week.

In 2008, consumers in the UK spent £28.8 billion on
entertainment. Spending has grown by nearly half (48%)
in the past decade. 

‘Evenings out’ is one sub category and includes nightclubs,
casinos, bingo, cinema and theatre (but excludes restaurants
and pubs). This has grown more slowly by 12% in the
past decade. 

Theatre is seen as something of a star performer. Over
the past decade people going to the theatre has increased
from 36% to 50%, partly down to the popularity of musicals.

There are more cinema screens than ever before (3,596
in 2007) and cinema is an incredibly popular pastime.
Two thirds of adults can be called cinema-goers. 

The overall picture can be glimpsed from these figures, but
planning data on volume and value is lacking; one reason
perhaps for the challenge faced by many local authorities
and others in formulating policies for town centres at night.

NightVision and licensing 24/7
The Civic Trust’s NightVision programme arose out of
the national debate that preceded and surrounded the
introduction of the 2003 Licensing Act in November 2005.
Many were concerned and fearful of the consequences
of 24 hour licenses that the Act permitted and were
unconvinced by Government claims about the new relaxed
continental-style drinking culture that the Act was supposed
to usher in.

In the end, the impacts were relatively modest. They varied
from place to place, but nationally the average extension of
time was just 20 minutes. Only 3% of premises gained 24 hour
licenses (Licensing Minister – Department Culture Media and
Sport 2007), most of which were hotels and supermarkets.
The impacts on crime are complex, but point to a slight
increase in serious crime, wounding, harassment and criminal
damage 3am to 6am (Home Office study 2007). There is little
evidence yet to show that the Act has positively influenced
drinking culture. 

The legislation can be seen as a long -overdue tidying-up
of an outdated licensing regime. Nearly 200,000 licensees
got flexibility in their opening hours, in return for having
to re-apply for their licenses. Local authorities took over
responsibility for licensing, so opening up the potential
for policy to be integrated better locally.

The timing was such that the legislation went through just
as well-publicised accounts of mayhem on the streets of
town centres hit the press. Other measures were speedily
introduced to bolster policy in this area, for example by
giving the police more powers – one reason why the impacts
of the legislation were contained.

In retrospect, the debate of 2002-05 marked a turning point
and the end of a period in which a light touch on regulation
was acceptable. Prior to this, the debate was led by a concern
for people’s freedom to enjoy themselves without undue
interference from the state and for tourism, business and
economic benefits to be emphasised. Industry was seen to be
in the best position to regulate itself. After this point statistics
began to mount on the health harms and the costs of alcohol
abuse to society. (Government figures in 2007 suggested that
this figure was around £20bn per annum.11) Public policy has
changed in response to public anxiety and has now become
more interventionist. 
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Anatomy of the after-hours bubble
• Out of hours and out of luck: The experience by many

town centres in the early 1990’s, which were seen as
‘ghost towns’ at night. An unfavourable comparison
was drawn with experience on the continent.

• The 24 hour city: The concept embraced by Leeds and
other cities in the 1990’s aimed to bring more life to
town and city centres in the evening and at night.

• Planning for growth: With prime retail frontages shrinking,
A3 leisure uses were seen as a way of enlivening peripheral
areas. Instead of producing a relaxed continental café
culture, many became locations for a particular type
of youth-oriented and alcohol-driven venue.

• Loosening the ties/let the good times roll: A tide of
deregulation at the end of the 1990’s included the removal
of the requirement for magistrates to consider need in
responding to applications for licenses. This was one of
the factors leading to a major expansion in floor space.

• The storm clouds gather: From the turn of the millennium,
experience of the negative impacts associated with the
growth in licensed floor space increased and this turned
into widespread public disquiet.

• Light touch and 2003 Licensing Act: The Act was
presented as being ‘light touch regulation’ but in fact
had more teeth than was realised. The possibility of 24
hour licenses was viewed with dismay by many, but in fact
most licensees chose to extend their hours of operation
by an hour or two. 

• Policing the Act: The Act gave more powers to the police
and this was accompanied by new crime and disorder
legislation and increased manpower.

• The new temperance/reality: In the last five years
or so an awareness of the health and social impacts
of alcohol abuse has grown. New research has helped
to change the mood in government and in the country. 

• Recession and survival: In 2008, boom turned to bust.
Licensed premises were among the first to feel the cold
draught as people’s lifestyles began to change once more
and additional costs and taxes took their toll. 

Negative impacts
Within town and city centres the night time economy
acquired a negative stigma associated particularly with a
rapidly growing youth-oriented and alcohol-driven culture.
Unlike major development schemes, which might involve
lead times of 12 years and more, things happened fast.
Public policy struggled to keep pace with a sector that is
comparatively spontaneous and volatile. In some locations
town centres became places to avoid after hours. 

In 2000, 19% of all violent incidents took place in or near
licensed premises – around 33,000 a week5. A much-quoted
statistic from the British Crime Survey (2004/5) stated that
48% of violent offenders were thought by their victims to
be ‘in drink.’ Many of these incidents took place in public
places in town centres and were highly visible. In terms
of public perception, this obscured the overall downward
trend in violent crime (down by 43%, 1995-20076) and in
victims’ perceptions of alcohol-related crime (down by
a third since 19956).

How big is after hours?
The evening and night time economy covers a wide range
of leisure activity in town centres. The term is widely used
but the characteristics of the sector as a whole are under-
appreciated. The fragments of intelligence that do exist
suggest a bigger industry than is commonly realised:

According to the Futures Foundation, approximately seven
million people in the UK are now economically active
between 6pm and 9pm.7

The Labour Force Survey 2005-2006 showed that over
a million people were employed in hotels, pubs, bars,
nightclubs and restaurants in the UK (HM Government
2007). This compares with 2.8 million in retailing
(11% of the total UK workforce).

In London figures suggest that up to 50,000 people work
in the hospitality sector. According to the Greater London
Authority there was a 19% growth in jobs in pubs, bars
and nightclubs in Britain as a whole between 1995 and
20018. GLA figures in 2002 suggest that theatres and
casinos were worth £0.44 billion p.a. to the London
economy, alcohol consumption was worth £2.35 billion,
but dining far outstripped these at £15.5 billion.9
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How will town centres change? 
As activity picks up, will town centres be the same? The
evidence suggests not. The changing trends in footfall and
economic activity are one part of the changing picture.
The composition and layout of centres may also be different.
There is a different mix of town and city centre stakeholders,
including tourists in the new boutique and other hotels as
well as a growing number of town centre residents. It may
be difficult to sustain unbroken retail frontages, given the
growth of e-commerce and home entertainment and a
contraction in retail footprints. 

The after-hours and leisure economies have become an
established part of the core appeal of town centres. This
is likely to continue, despite falling numbers of participants,
but the changes will have a marked impact on the way
centres are planned and managed.

The challenge of conviviality
CGA Strategy Ltd, a marketing information company specialising
in the on-trade, forecast in 2008 that the alcoholic drinks
market could become more polarised between price-conscious
youthful consumers who need to get out in order to enjoy
themselves, and an older more affluent clientele choosing
to socialise in suburban or out-of-town locations. The threat
is that town centres could then become less diverse rather
than more so, trading downmarket to a youthful clientele
and competing aggressively for a dwindling amount of
available expenditure.

A second major issue is the forthcoming reduction in public
expenditure. Keeping town centres clean, safe and convivial
at night is expensive. Local authorities are in the middle of
a three year settlement from central government, but are
bracing themselves for cuts from 2010. Meanwhile questions
are being asked about the cost of policing the evening and
night time economy. According to Policing in the 21st Century,
70% of police questioned consider the cost is too high and is
a diversion from other pressing concerns. 

In an environment where value for money is likely to be an
ever-greater priority, hard decisions may have to be asked.
Can a type of urban environment that relies for its safety
on such a large police and security presence ever really be
described as successful? Where funds are tight other means
may have to be found. In future, a greater emphasis may have
to be placed on creating that balance of land uses, economic
activities, premises and consumers that creates a more self-
regulating environment. This is the agenda that NightVision
and Purple Flag address.   
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NightVision and filling the gaps
In October 2006, The Civic Trust published NightVision:
Town Centres for All. This report marked the conclusion
of three years’ research by the Trust and the beginning of
a series of practical pilot initiatives aimed at raising the
quality, and broadening the appeal of town centres at night.
NightVision focused on a positive agenda. It attempted to
fill gaps in existing policy and practice, looking at:

• the link between the regulation of licensed premises
and area-wide management

• the need for goals and objectives beyond enforcement
and policing

• the interests and concerns of those who would visit their
town centres at night if the centres were better run
and managed

• the desirability of creating a balance of activities at night,
leading to a heightened sense of security and enjoyment

• the need to change perceptions if wider public use of town
centres at night is to increase.

A NightVision campaign was created with three strands: pilot
projects, practitioner training and an accreditation scheme
(later to become Purple Flag) designed to raise standards.

Recession and revival
When economic activity it resumes, activity in town centres
is likely to be at a more subdued level. Analysts expect the
amount of new shopping floor space construction to fall back
to between 2 and 4 million sq ft per annum for the next few
years – less than half the rate of construction at the peak of
8 million sq ft in 2008.12

Gaps have opened up in the high street as businesses have
closed and have not been replaced. In town centres, footfall
was down 7.7% over the year to June 2009 according to the
ATCM High Street Index. Vacant premises are forecast to more
than double from 7% at the start of 2009 to 15% by the year
end. In some town centres the figure is likely to be much
higher at nearly 40%.13

According to the British Retail Consortium many town centres
have been struggling for years and the recession is accelerating a
trend that was already underway. This is certainly true for parts
of the evening and night time economy. For example, the British
Beer and Pub Association has been reporting for several years
a trend of pub closures. In July 2009, the figure reached 52 a
week. 2,377 pubs had closed over the previous twelve months
with a loss of 24,000 jobs. The causes are many: higher costs,
market maturity, increased taxation, more people buying alcohol
more cheaply at supermarkets and drinking at home, falling
alcohol consumption and too much floor space chasing too
little demand. 

The net result is that for most town centres eating, drinking
and dancing is now confined to just one night a week, usually
Saturday, whereas in the 1990’s it might have brought young
people out onto the streets on several nights of the week.

A challenge for town centres after hours in the future is whether
they will be attractive enough to tempt people away from their
homes and their home entertainment systems. The annual
Ofcom consumer market survey in August 2009 found that a
night out with a meal out was the area where consumers were
most likely to cut back their expenditure (47%), while home
entertainment fared comparatively well (less than 20%).14

The picture is mixed however. Mintel notes (Eating Out Review
2009) that eating out continues to be a top spending priority,
despite a 32% rise in restaurants going out of business. A quarter
of consumers surveyed said the recession had forced them to
reduce the frequency of their visits and expenditure, but eating
out continued to be an affordable luxury. Many were cutting
back rather than cutting out. It is a contracted market, but
still showing signs of growth.

Meanwhile there are other signs of strength and resilience
in the face of adversity. For example, cinema attendance is
holding up well. According to the Managing Director of Vue
Cinema, this is seen as affordable escapism in a downturn.
There is a good studio production line of films expected right
through to the end of 2010. Tourism is a strong driver of the
evening and night time economies in many larger centres and
has benefited from the lower pound. It is predicted by the
Jury’s Inn study that consumers will choose city breaks rather
than seaside holidays as the recession affects travel spending.
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Afraid to go out at night?
The Government report How to Manage Town Centres15

quoted research findings by MORI for Alcohol Concern: 

“Many people, especially older people and women, can feel
excluded from town centres at night, particularly at the
weekend. They fear anti-social behaviour and believe that
there are few activities in town centres to attract them”.

The British Crime Survey has shown a significant reduction
in overall crime since 1995, but a steady increase in the
proportion of offenders thought by the victim of violent
incidents to be under the influence of alcohol (47% in
2008/9). The survey shows that more than a quarter of
people think that people being drunk or rowdy in public
places is a problem – up from around a fifth in 2003/4.16

The Government’s PLACE survey17 found that 29% of people
felt that drunk or rowdy behaviour was a problem in their
area. However, the figures varied considerably and the
proportion rose to nearly a half in some places.

The issue of perceptions is key to understanding whether
people are willing to go out in the evening or at night
to visit their town centres. The experience of NightVision
suggests that only a significant and demonstrable improvement
in the experience of going out at night will be enough to
change negative perceptions.

Diversity is part of the answer
The research undertaken by The Civic Trust 2003-6 showed
that even though there was little conclusive proof, there
was a consensus among practitioners and policy makers that
a balance or diversity of town centre land uses, and users,
would make centres safer and more attractive.

The Government’s planning advice to local authorities on
town centre leisure places the emphasis on range, diversity
and inclusiveness. In 2005, local authorities were urged to
plan for:

“a range of complementary evening and night-time economy
uses which appeal to a wide range of age and social groups,
ensuring provision is made where appropriate for a range
of leisure, cultural and tourism activities, such as cinemas,
theatres, restaurants, public houses, bars, nightclubs and
cafes” (PPS6).

The draft PPS4: Planning for Prosperous Economies (consultation
draft 2009) repeats the theme, but places town centre leisure
more prominently alongside retail, offices and arts, culture
and tourism as drivers of town centre economies. 

Since the early 1990’s the vision for town centres at night has been one of
conviviality, street culture and a balanced mix of activities open to all. The reality
has turned out differently. Comparisons have often been drawn with other cultures
where all ages are out at night in a largely relaxed and sociable environment.
The Civic Trust’s NightVision research examined the reality of town centres
at night and looked at the potential for attracting a more diverse clientele.

broadening the appeal
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Ten areas of opportunity
The research showed that while market forces had squeezed
out diversity in the past, there were some promising signs. If
change were to happen, it made sense to ‘go with the flow’
and harness these positive trends. Ten principles were set out:

1.Health: Embody the community health agenda in policy
and transform behavioural norms.

Comment: This has since been brought to the forefront
of Government policy in the Government’s Alcohol Harm
Reduction Strategy for England. 

2.Data: Collect the basis data and develop a sophisticated
market and consumer understanding to be considered
alongside performance measures and inclusion targets.

Comment: Data on crime and health is now more readily
available – for example police data, the reports of the
Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnerships and the
information provided by the North West Public Health
Observatory. Specialist market intelligence is still in its
infancy, however.

3.Innovation: Promote local choice by encouraging the fresh
shoots of innovation and growth.

Comment: It is now accepted in the licensed trade that
survival partly depends on offering a higher quality of
customer service and strengthening the food offer.

4.Inclusiveness: Create family-friendly and child-friendly centres.

Comment: A positive change has resulted from the many
new shopping centres, where family dining and cinema is
part of an overall appeal to a more varied customer base.

5.Access: Improve accessibility and deliver safe, affordable
public transport at night.

Comment: There have been many local success stories, but
the picture is very mixed. Both national and local transport
policies should give greater priority to this issue. 

6.Customer care: Set new standards in customer care.
Make the public realm welcoming and hospitable.

Comment: There has been a major advance resulting from
the growth in the number of Community Police Support
Officers, marshals and wardens. Voluntary groups such
as Street Pastors have also made a valuable contribution. 

7.Plan: Involve town planners more creatively in helping
to shape the future of town centres at night.

Comment: This remains an area of potential. The lack of
basic data has hampered strategic planning after hours.

8.Design: Develop a new language of design. Design out
crime and design in delight.

Comment: Most police forces now have an officer
specialising in Crime Opportunity Profiling of Streets
(COPS) and designing out crime. There are some
excellent examples of good aesthetic design for
the night, but they are the exceptions.

9.Flexible hours: Promote flexible hours and the multiple
use of public buildings: art galleries, libraries, museums
and schools.

Comment: Many art galleries and museums have
experimented with late opening nights, sometimes
coupled with special events and entertainment.
Some local authorities (e.g. the Derby Feste) have
programmed festival and other events for the evening.
In 2008, ATCM launched their White Nights programme. 

10. Shopping: Extend shopping and other services into
the evening.

Comment: In 2006, this was the most popular proposal
among the general public but it is resisted by most
retailers, despite successful initiatives such as in
Manchester city centre. 
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NightVision research findings
The NightVision research aimed to get a rounded view from
all stakeholders: local authorities, business, consumers and
policy makers – in particular those who do not go out, as well
as those that do. The stakeholder research revealed that: 

• Town centres were largely run for the daytime. Lifestyles
had changed and many more people were using town centres
after hours for eating, drinking and leisure. Commercial
activities had changed, but the infrastructure of town
centres was for the most part still being managed for
9am to 5pm use. 

• Good practice needed to be adopted widely. There was
an immense and growing body of practical experience
of good practice, much of it experimental and featuring
single issues. This needed to be understood, appreciated
and adopted widely as good practice.

• A focus on youth and alcohol. The Government, local
authorities, many consumers and others sought variety,
diversity and choice, but there was an overwhelming
emphasis on youth-oriented and alcohol-based entertainment.

• There were barriers to going out at night. Many more
people of varying ages and family types said they would
go out if things were different and better. The research
showed there were four principal barriers to going out: 
– a lack of adequate public transport
– fear connected with a lack of visible policing
– the style and restricted choice of venues, and 
– the cost of an evening out.

• Young people shared many of the concerns. Many of the
mostly young, who did go out regularly were concerned for
their safety, wanted higher standards of venue management
and wanted town centres to offer more at night.

• A consensus was difficult for the private sector. Many
in business nationally and locally shared the concerns,
but commercial and competitive pressures were such
that a consensus was hard to achieve.

• There were clear areas of potential. Despite any negative
factors, our market analysis pointed to areas of potential
such as the growth in dining out which could lead to a better
mix of clientele and a different character on the streets.

The ‘night vision’
The Civic Trust’s vision was stated as follows:

“Our vision is of town centres where everyone should be
able to go out at any hour – young and old, families and
children. Town centres should not be ‘no-go’ areas for
anyone at any time.”

The hypothesis that emerged was based on the research
and case studies. It was that:

• more people would use town centres at night if they
were safer, more accessible and offered more choice

• a good mix of clientele can lessen intimidation and
improve perceptions

• a wider range of attractions and consumers is likely
to lead to longer term economic viability.

Three Imperatives
The consensus among the experts interviewed was that
without further action, in ten years’ time town centres
might be a little bit better, but otherwise much the
same18. A comprehensive approach was needed. This
was summarised under ‘Three Imperatives’:

• Control and customer care: Regain control and transform
standards of customer care. Make town centres hospitable
and welcoming. This was seen as a prerequisite.

• Vision and strategy: Replace the policy vacuum with
positive visions and strategies for a more diverse future.

• Partnership and delivery: Integrate all the relevant
management functions. Encourage all interests to
take responsibility.

Comment: Recent progress has been mainly in policing,
control and in ‘front line’ aspects of partnership and
management. The rounded approach indicated by the
Three Imperatives still remains a challenge for most places.
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Pilot project 1: Swindon 
Area
This was part of Regent Street and Princess Street on the
northern edge of the town centre – one of two night time
destinations in the town. It contained a score of pubs, bars
and clubs, plus restaurants, a hotel and a dozen shops. The
area sat between Brunel’s Railway Village on one side and
the site of a major town centre redevelopment on the other. 

Context
A change of use to leisure activities had been permitted in
the 1990’s. This created problems, despite filling the empty
shops with new activity. 

The area catered predominantly to a limited youth-oriented
audience with the usual associated issues of drunkenness
and disorder. It was largely shunned by others. 

Process
The small licensing team in Swindon District Council was keen
to use the powers of the 2003 Licensing Act to encourage
licensees to improve the management of their premises and
to attract a more diverse clientele – more typical of the town
centre during the day. 

The NightVision team worked alongside the council in carrying
out physical and activity mapping, an overnight appraisal, and
a business survey of licensees. A seminar with council officers
and members and licensees followed with an exhibition as the
backdrop. A council working party of officers and members was
set up. A report, action plan and master plan were prepared.

Actions
These included: 

• enforcement action against badly managed premises
in breach of the Licensing Act

• an increase in levels of policing and mobile CCTV surveillance

• improvements in street lighting to meet British
Standard standards 

• encouragement to brewers/landlords to invest in higher
standards e.g. a ‘makeover’ of The Bedroom pub and 

• external seating areas to increase natural surveillance
and promote a more relaxed image.

Good practice conclusions
• The senior, committed and experienced licensing

team was a good basis for a package of proactive
licensing measures.

• Good working relations with licensees, supported by
the police and enforcement meant that encouragement
could be given to licensees to improve the quality of
their premises.
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NightVision pilot projects
Following the press and media launch of NightVision: Town
Centres for All in October 2006, the Civic Trust wrote to
local authorities, town centre managers and licensing officers
inviting their interest and participation in a series of pilot
projects. There were three aims:

• to test the research findings on the ground with
local partners

• to assess local opportunities for growth, increased
choice and diversity and

• to identify one or more elements of good practice
in each place. 

Eight pilots followed in Swindon, Castle Morpeth, Kingston
upon Thames, Shoreditch, Derby, Bexley, Preston and Norwich.
There were ten tasks in the proposed work programme:

1. Project definition: Meetings with local partners to
present the NightVision research findings and decide
on the components of the pilot.

2. NightVision audit: An overnight visual survey of the
operation of the centre in the company of local partners
e.g. Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnership (CDRP)
managers, town centre managers, police etc.

3. Baseline review: A desk-based literature review,
interviews with stakeholders and an urban design analysis,
incorporating the results of the NightVision Audit.

4. A Business survey: This varied from short face to face
interviews with almost every licensee in the area in
Swindon and Castle Morpeth, to telephone interviews
with a sample in the case of Derby and Preston.

5. Commercial review: Under an arrangement with CGA
Strategy Ltd. this was based on CGA’s Drinks Places
database, supplemented by the local advice and
experience of their field workers. A set of strategic
conclusions was drawn from this information by CGA’s
policy team.

6. Good practice event: The intention was to bring local
authority, licensees and others together to review the
initial findings and discuss policy options, potentially
in the context of a specially-prepared exhibition

7. Proposal development: These could be wide ranging,
embracing both small scale managerial changes to
larger scale development-related policies.

8. Proposals: In most of the pilots a physical plan was
prepared to show the location and relationship of the
proposed actions. The action plan gathered together
the proposals in the normal way, but arranged them
initially under NightVision’s Three Imperatives and
latterly under the five headings of the Purple Flag
Core Agenda. In some cases an organisational chart
was prepared to illustrate how specialists and sectors
could best work together.

9. Early win actions: The aim was to identify at least
one relatively simple action that could be set in
place and evaluated.

10. Good practice conclusions: The aim was to draw
out good practice conclusions from each of the pilots.

Flow chart of pilots:
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Pilot project 3: Kingston upon Thames
Area
Kingston is one of the largest and most successful shopping
centres in London. There are three main areas of activity
after hours: the Waterfront, the high street and the railway
station area. There were 70 licensed premises, including
4 nightclubs, 21 pubs and 25 restaurants.

Context
After hours the centre was dominated by alcohol and youth-
related entertainment. Older customers and families were
not much in evidence. There had been many improvements
and levels of crime and anti-social behaviour had been
reduced. The Rose Theatre opened during the project and
this was seen by the council and others as a way of attracting
new clientele and raising the quality of the centre at night.

Process: The Rose Theatre and related cultural development
generally had a high priority in this pilot. Consultation events
were held in the newly-opened theatre. The NightVision
team was joined by a PhD student from University College
specialising in arts and cultural development. 

Findings and recommendations
Included:

• Kingston was performing relatively well after hours

• the Theatre was already having a positive effect 

• many businesses saw there was a good fit with
theatre audiences 

• the planned redevelopment of the centre should be used
to recruit more diverse outlets and to link the different
destinations together better

• the market place should be developed as a ‘cultural hub’
with events and later shopping on theatre nights

• the centre should be ‘retimed’ to reinvigorate the early
evening period

• the centre should be developed for both ‘high brow’
and ‘low brow’ cultural activity

• the centre should be made even more welcoming, including
to families and children, building on the success of crime
reduction initiatives.

Good practice conclusions
• The Rose Theatre opened in January 2008 and has

been successful in attracting a different clientele
to pubs and restaurants nearby. 

• The use of Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs)
has been successful in giving reassurance to the public.

• The Street Pastors team has been particularly
successful and complements the work of police,
and PCSOs well.
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Pilot project 2: Castle Morpeth
Area
In this relatively-affluent traditional market town of around
2000 people in Northumberland, the evening economy was
lively with locally-owned independent restaurants, one nightclub,
several bars and pubs. However, only one licensed venue
attracted affluent clientele, while the centre was dominated
by traditional pubs. As a result of planning policy, there were
scarcely any restaurants or cafés at ground floor level on the
main street frontages. These dining venues were steered to
the rear or to upper floors.

Context
The project followed a Council Scrutiny Report, which
identified problems with the evening economy and proposed
a number of solutions, including preparing an after hours
strategy, extending CCTV, introducing taxi marshals, setting
up a town centre management initiative, diversifying the
pub culture, and keeping the toilets open later. The partners
included the council, police, Greater Morpeth Development
Trust, the Chamber of Trade and Pubwatch. 

Process
A literature review, interviews with licensees, businesses and
policy makers, and a commercial review by CGA, drew on their
national database, leading to the preparation of an action plan
and detailed discussions with the implementing partners.

Recommendations
These included: 

• a leading role for the development trust

• support for town centre management and taxi marshals 

• the incorporation of evening leisure uses and family-
friendly venues in the redevelopment of Sanderson
Arcade and the Town Hall and Chantry sites

• development of the market place as a centre for café
culture in the town

• amending development control policies to permit
restaurants and cafés on the ground floor in the
town centre

• participation in Best Bar None and in what was later
to become the Purple Flag accreditation scheme.

Good practice conclusions
• Castle Morpeth is a good model for effective action

in smaller market towns, drawing together the
stakeholders and including a development trust.
There was a positive attitude on the part of all
the partners.

• The importance of using the opportunities provided
by planned developments to diversify the centre
after hours and appeal to families.

• The important role of planning policies in creating
an active town centre during the day and night.
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Pilot project 5: Derby
Area
The city centre, including the market place, the new Westfield
shopping centre and the Cathedral Quarter Business Improvement
District. There were over 100 licensed premises, including 6
nightclubs. In recent years Friar Gate has become the principal
destination and new Italian and Asian - style restaurants have
become established there. 

Context
A major regeneration programme had been drawn up by Derby
Urban Regeneration Corporation involving new investment in
apartments, offices and hotels, together with major improvements
to the public realm. The Westfield shopping centre and the
Quad Arts Centre opened during the study. The council and
its partners were concerned that visitors drawn to these
attractions after hours would be poorly served by the city
centre as a whole. 

Process
The NightVision team worked closely with Derby city centre
management and partners. Most of the tasks were carried out,
with the exception of the consultation event. In addition to
the basic tasks the team also reviewed the changing market 

for the licensed and leisure sectors, identified new types of
clientele to attract and retain after hours, and considered the
role of developers and the council in recruiting a successful
and balanced mix of leisure outlets to new developments. 

Recommendations
Included:

• a night time town centre manager to join the Derby
city centre management team

• a Derby Citysafe campaign modelled on the successful
example in Oxford, Manchester and Bedford

• a place marketing initiative to attract new clientele
and businesses

• opening public buildings later , including the library/
museum and covered markets

• a late night transport hub close to the heart of late activity

• programming the city centre to perform better in each
of the four after-hours time bands.

Good practice conclusions
• Westfield shopping centre stayed open later and

contained restaurants and a multiplex cinema
complex as well as shops. It attracted customers
from further afield. 

• The Quad arts centre is an excellent example of the
potential role of the arts in transforming the image,
appeal and customer mix after hours. 

• The Derby Feste is a successful annual arts-based
event attracting families and children to the city
centre in the evening. 
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Pilot project 4: Shoreditch
Area
In the 1980’s Shoreditch developed a reputation as a creative,
vibrant and cutting-edge community. It soon became a
destination for the more adventurous promoters, venue
owners and night clubbers. It is now more established,
contains 218 licensed premises and attracts up to 20,000
people on a Saturday night.

Context
Shoreditch’s night time economy had expanded rapidly since
the 1990’s. This was accompanied by an influx of wealthy
new residents attracted by fashionable loft living. Hackney
Council realised that this growth and the conflicting interests
of residents and revellers had to be managed. The night time
economy had grown in a fairly ad hoc manner. 

Existing businesses wanted a framework for Shoreditch’s
future. A Special Policy Area was introduced putting limits
on the allocation of new licenses. The NightVision team was
asked to make proposals for an Entertainment Management
Zone for Shoreditch, in line with the policy contained in
the Greater London Plan. 

Process
Most of the standard NightVision tasks were executed.
The team liaised with Business Junction over their feasibility
study into a BID and with the Shoreditch Trust on their exit
strategy. The work involved links with the Greater London
Authority and Transport for London with the aim that the
pilot might become an early Entertainment Management
Zone (EMZ).

Recommendations
An action plan for a possible EMZ was prepared which
included the following proposals: 

• continued funding for a dedicated local police team

• the use of polycarbonate drinking vessels outside premises

• a review of outdoor smoking arrangements, partly
to reduce congestion spilling out into the street

• a new transport hub for buses and black cabs,
plus a marshalled mini-cab area

• improved cleansing and waste management after hours

• introduction of the Best Bar None scheme

• creating an EMZ co-ordinating group

• working with the neighbouring borough to set up a city
fringe area with distinctive shopping, eating and drinking,
music and creative arts.

Good practice conclusion
• The research study commissioned by the council

in 2007 that led to the Special Policy Area was a
comprehensive analysis. It gathered all available data
and included the perceptions of local stakeholders. 
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Shoreditch’s night time economy had
expanded rapidly since the 1990’s. 



Pilot project 7: Preston
Area
The main retail heart lies along Fishergate, which links the
railway station to the historic Church Street area, where most
of the evening and late night attractions are found. A second
axis, Friargate, runs at right angles to this and connects the
city centre to the university campus. There were 42 young
persons’ venues, including 10 nightclubs. Three of these had
capacities over 1,000.

Context
Preston was awarded city status in 2002. The council was
concerned that the centre did not fully reflect the increasing
prosperity of the city as a whole. The centre is vibrant during
the day but closes down at 5pm-6pm until approximately
9pm, when a largely young crowd arrive to visit the bars,
pubs and clubs. 

The night time offer was very limited and there was a lack
of restaurants and higher-end style venues. The proposed
Tithebarn shopping centre, on the site of the huge 1960’s
bus station, was seen as a catalyst for a wide programme
of investment aimed at strengthening the appeal of the
city centre. 

Process
As well as the standard tasks, this included an urban design
master plan for the night time economy and proposals for
Preston to become the first international Purple Flag Pathfinder
project together with Preston’s twin – Almelo in Holland.

Recommendations
These included:

• a ‘Hub and Spokes’ spatial strategy to link Tithebarn to
seven other night time points of activity or destinations

• a ‘late and live’ initiative to transform the 5pm-8pm
early evening period

• a consumer market sector analysis to inform a
marketing strategy

• pressure and support to operators in diversifying
their appeal 

• a brand recruitment initiative to attract more diverse
businesses and brands

• more ‘capable guardians’ to complement the strong
police presence

• a business improvement district with a night time focus and

• adoption of Purple Flag standards and aims.

Good practice conclusion
• A Preston Vision team was set up by the council

to support the Tithebarn development and to bring
forward a range of complementary initiatives so that
the whole city centre benefited. There was a strong
urban design input, including proposals for art and
sculpture, aimed at boosting the image and appeal
of the centre.
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Pilot project 6: Bexleyheath
Area
The main town centre for the London Borough of Bexley. The
study focused on the Broadway, a kilometre length of shopping
and civic buildings and night time venues. There were around
23 licensed premises in two clusters on the Broadway, mostly
with capacities under 250. They are predominantly branded
restaurants, traditional-style pubs and food-led venues. 

Context
The Broadway is a successful shopping centre during the day.
An expansion in licensed premises targeting 18-30 year olds
in the 1990’s led to a rise in alcohol-related violence and
antisocial behaviour. Successful measures had been taken
to address these issues. The council wished to move forward
to develop and diversify the centre’s evening and night
time economy. 

Process
There were three additional components: 

• a competitor analysis and survey of potential middle-
mainstream restaurateurs

• consumer research using the council’s Talkback surveys,
telephone interviews and focus groups

• a spatial action plan for the Broadway

Findings
The group of restaurateurs surveyed were not interested in
locating in the Broadway. They considered the area lacked
the right demographics for them and that there was a lack
of similar brands. However, the research showed that if
improvements could be made to the centre it might attract
wealthier and mobile clientele from the huge South London
and North Kent catchment.

Recommendations
The action plan was designed to address remaining
shortcomings, including:

• traffic management measures to make the centre easier
to get to on foot

• outdoor seating for cafés on the Broadway, including
a Ramblas-style treatment of the pedestrianised
section of the street

• a night-time taxi rank, better lighting, more cleansing
at night and public conveniences

• a business recruitment initiative and

• integration of night time venues into proposals for
a new Bexleyheath BID.

Good practice conclusions
• Action by the council and others included designating

the Broadway as a special policy area. 

• Licensing enforcement successfully tackled the
problem of two very close young persons’ venues.
One of these completely changed the design of
the premises with more seating.

• Bexley was a runner up in the IDeA After Dark
Beacon 2009.
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Pilot project 8: Norwich
Area
One of the UK’s foremost historic cities and considered the
best preserved medieval city centre in the country. The study
area included the main retail heart, the theatre, the Forum,
the recently-built Chapelfield shopping centre and the two
main youth-oriented destinations: Prince of Wales Road and
the purpose built leisure development at Riverside.

Context
There was an aspiration, not shared by all, to extend activity into
the early evening. Chapelfield already opened late, supported
by a programme of promotional events. But few other retailers
did, except on Thursday late-shopping night. The principal aim of
the study was to look at the feasibility of extending core shopping
hours and diversifying the appeal of the centre after hours. 

Process
A working group was set up involving Liberty International,
Norwich City Council and Norwich city centre Partnership.
A shortened version of the standard work programme was
carried out, including a literature review, an overnight
appraisal and research into the development of an
extended-hours initiative targeting the early evening. 

Findings and recommendations
These were:

• national research by ATCM pointed to the importance of
flexible or extended retail hours in supporting future town
centre prosperity 

• in Norwich, the retail core was unusually quiet after hours.
Market research was needed to identify the reasons why
so few people use the centre 5pm – 9pm

• the design and management of Prince of Wales Road had
been greatly improved but it remained one of the priority
areas of public concern locally and possibly a reason why
some stayed away

• Norwich had key attractions that could be packaged and
promoted to strengthen the early evening. This could be
supported with an events programme and

• the case for more flexible retail hours needed to be made
at boardroom level, based on a mature understanding of
the benefits to business. 

Good practice conclusions 
• The Forum Library complex is an excellent example

of a multi-use public building open in the evening.

• The improvement of Prince of Wales Road was
carried out to a high standard with the help of
special European funding and is a good example
of ‘designing for the night’.
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15 How to Manage Town Centres. June 2007.

16 Crime in England and Wales 2008/09. Home Office Statistics Unit.

17 Place Survey: England. Headline Results 2008 (Revised).
Communities and Local Government. June 2008.

18 A series of in-depth interviews with senior policy makers and practitioners
was conducted by the Erskine Corporation for The Civic Trust. The disciplines
included town planning, central government, private consultancy and the
hospitality business sector. 

National research by ATCM pointed to
the importance of flexible or extended
retail hours in supporting future town
centre prosperity. 



The town or city as a whole, may have grown and prospered,
but at night the centres catered predominantly to a more
limited, youthful and cost-conscious clientele. This spilled over
into perceptions of the centre during the day and affected
overall performance. There is therefore potential for town
centres to understand this ‘missing market’ better, broadening
their appeal and attracting more visitors and expenditure.

Three potential interventions
In the NightVision pilots, three broad ways of improving
performance stood out:

• overcoming the barriers
• exploiting opportunities for growth
• adding value to existing actions 

Overcoming barriers
Much existing effort is concentrated on overcoming some
of the barriers, including regulating and managing licensed
premises better, managing the public realm and controlling
behaviour. Potential measures include:

• reducing crime and anti-social behaviour so that economic
activity can be increased and quality of life can be improved

• changing a negative image by undertaking improvements
and promoting them to existing and potential consumers

• improving infrastructure – keeping transport, parking,
cleaning, lighting, toilets and other services going after
hours so that the town centre is accessible, working
and safe

• brand and land use diversification – moving away from
the domination of area by a narrow range of venue types
catering to a limited market.

Exploiting opportunities for growth
In a time of relative austerity these need to be identified
carefully. In the past the lack of basic data has meant
that the opportunities have not been fully addressed.
They include:

• population and economic change in the catchment
area leading to a demand for increased retail and
leisure provision

• major new developments such as new shopping centres,
hotels, town centre housing, leisure and cultural facilities
that have the power to attract new and more diverse
customer types

• appealing better to existing markets by better
understanding and meeting the concerns and aspirations
of the existing clientele 

• attracting or retaining a more balanced customer range –
by appealing to office workers to stay on into the evening
by developing the ‘twilight period’, for example

• developing brand appeal by actively recruiting well known
brands in keeping with an overall development strategy

• exploiting physical and heritage assets such as historic
buildings, industrial structures, waterfronts – so increasing
the appeal of the centre as a destination

• presenting the best – fighting the negative trend of bad
news in the media with positive stories.

Underlying themes of the NightVision pilots were growth and development –
using them to create more balanced and enduring local economies. In some
pilots the town centres at night failed to attract clientele from relatively
affluent parts of their catchments. 

realising potential
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1.2 Volume and value
A reason why the sector may be under-appreciated is that its
economic contribution is insufficiently understood. There is
less independent data available for policy use than for other
sectors. Without this data, it is difficult to integrate policies
for the night time economy with corporate policies or Local
Development Frameworks for example. Work is underway to
develop a night time economy equivalent of the Cambridge
Model or STEAM model for tourism. 

Where special studies have been done the results can
be informative:

• In 2007, a study commissioned by Maidstone Borough
Council estimated that the turnover of the night time
economy was more than £75m. The cost of managing
the night time economy was estimated to be in the
region of £650,000. The sector employed 1,500 direct
jobs including spin-offs such as taxi employment.20

• In 2003, a study of the New York Nightlife Industry
estimated it generated $9.7bn of economic activity,
$2.6bn in earnings, 95,000 jobs and an annual
attendance of 65 million people at nightlife venues.
This represented a higher attendance at all of New
York City’s professional sporting events and Broadway
performances combined.21

Components to a data study may include:

• Turnover in night time outlets and attractions

• Employment in the sector directly but also in the knowledge
and creative sectors which may benefit from an association
with a lively leisure economy, city centre lifestyle and
cultural strength

• Image – taking into account the perceptions of residents
as well as local and national perceptions and how these
might represent opportunities for inward investment

• Tourism – with the night time economy constituting a
significant part of the tourism offer, including bed space
occupancy in local hotels

• Retailing – in terms of the overlapping of conventional
daytime trade and early evening trade, and also of its
role in creating more of a destination and increasing
dwell time in the centre

• Opportunities for local people, particularly residents
seeking a cosmopolitan lifestyle, and arts students
looking for venues to perform

• Regeneration and how it forms an integral part of future
policy and influences the character of new development.
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Adding value
The potential exists because policy and action in this area
are often decided by different interest groups, professions
and agents. Adding value may include:

• a better policy focus by making the topic a cross-cutting
issue in all relevant strategy documents and policies

• consensus and partnership working, working to reduce
dissent and to meet a shared vision and introducing
new skills and capabilities

• greater market understanding so that existing and
potential consumers are better served

• more sophisticated management of the centre so that its
operation fits the activities and times more appropriately.

Developing a growth initiative
Drawing on the experience of the NightVision pilots there
are four basic steps to ensure positive growth:

1. Baseline
2. Market potential
3. Strategy
4. Action

1. BASELINE
The idea of establishing a baseline is to assess strengths as
well as weaknesses and opportunities for growth – not just
causes for distress. The work may not have been attempted
before because of the practical difficulty of undertaking
surveys at night and because the sector is so volatile, or
rapidly changing. There are four potential areas of study:

1.1 Composition and activity
This includes developing written material and maps to show:

• Destinations including the locations of evening and night
time clusters and quarters in relation to other town centre
activities and the footprint of evening and night time
activity areas.

• Location and type of venues and attractions. 

In the NightVision pilots CGA Strategy Ltd prepared a
Drinks Places report for each location19. This mapped the
licensed premises and supplied detail on opening hours,
capacity and type of venues, in accordance with their
own detailed market classification. 

• Footfall: Electronic or other types of surveys should take
into account key after-hours locations as well as daytime
retail points and should be plotted on graphs to show
patterns of activity, times and daily use. 

• Access and movement: the organisation of public
transport at night and the main public spaces
and routes used by customers.

• Crime and anti-social behaviour. Many police forces have
the capacity to map the places and times of greatest
tension and present these in a contoured form.

• Crime opportunity profiling of streets. There may be an
existing police analysis of ‘no go areas’ at night, including
areas such as dark alleyways and unlit service yards. 
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The idea of establishing a baseline is to
assess strengths as well as weaknesses
and opportunities for growth – not just
causes for distress.



2. MARKET POTENTIAL
Five populations can be surveyed as a means to offer an
understanding of the area that could work to reveal the
scope for improvement, and these are:

• Visitors to the centre at night: The survey in Derby showed
that visitors wanted more from their city centre. There
was strong competition from brighter lights of Nottingham.
Information sought may include a profile of clientele, their
favoured destinations, other centres visited, their level of
satisfaction and their aspirations for the future.

• Town centre users: If the primary focus is on the twilight
period, a survey of shoppers or office workers could identify
the potential for attracting them to stay on into the evening
and patronise the restaurants.

• Focus groups with potential visitors: Focus groups could
include selected target consumer groups, e.g. young married
couples, older consumers or town centre office workers,
leading to a better understanding of what needs to change
to attract these groups. 

• Business/Operator survey: This typically involves a sample
of operator types: restaurants, young persons’ venues,
potential late-opening shops and cultural venues. This
survey is likely to lead to a better understanding of trade
concerns and intentions, the markets they supply, ideas
for growth, and the scope for collaboration. 

• Potential investors’ survey: This could feature telephone
interviews with a selection of brands that could increase
the appeal of the centre, to promote interest in coming
to the centre, or could identify what needs to attract
investment. The selection could be based on the
composition of comparator centres nearby.

Commercial intelligence. In 2008, CACI launched their
Place Settings product23, using CGA’s Drinks Places data.
This provides an eating and on-trade drinking model of
leisure catchment potential. 

3. STRATEGY
In the NightVision pilots the strategy set out the recommended
approach under three headings:

3.1 Strategic rationale
This sets out the strategic rationale for intervention, policy
and action, with the aim of attracting a more diverse
clientele, highlighting these areas:

• the value and significance of the sector going forward,
how the benefits will be perceived and who perceives
these benefits.

• image: how do residents, local and national groups
and inward investors perceive the area?

• tourism: how is the area integrated into the growing
tourism offer?

• retailing: how can of conventional day time trade overlap
with the early evening ‘twilight period’, creating a destination
and increasing dwell time?

• opportunities for local people: what leisure experiences
do existing residents seek? What, do new residents seek
in terms of a cosmopolitan life-style; what do arts students
looking for in terns of performance venues? 

• employment: how would secretors such as the knowledge
and creative sector benefit from association with a lively
leisure economy, city centre lifestyle and cultural offerings?

The need for positive action and intervention now can
be expressed in relation to the three development themes:
overcoming barriers to growth, exploiting opportunities
and adding value to existing effort. The argument may be
expressed in terms of a ‘window of opportunity’ where action
needs to be taken at a particular time, possibly dictated by
external factors, such as investment in new infrastructure
or a major development project.
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1.3 Policy proofing
Each of the NightVision pilots included a swift review of
relevant policy documents, supplemented with stakeholder
interviews. The aims were to understand current policies
and the information they were based on, their integration
and any gaps in relation to current good practice and national
policy advice. The potential scope is wide, so a digest is
required that cuts through to the main conclusions – possibly in
tabulated and bulleted form. It is likely to include a review of:

• Licensing and regulation – the local licensing strategy and
implementation of it, including any special information on
Special Policy Areas for example

• Regeneration and demography with creation of a
demographic profile – information on make up and location
of catchment population (e.g. CACI typologies) and trends 

• Town planning – development prospects, town centre planning
policy and analysis, including retail sector performance

• Town centre management – business plans/BID documents
and surveys

• Policing – CDRP and Community Safety Partnership reports,
trends and local police data, including where known the
location of hotspots 

In 2008, the Building Research Establishment Trust
published the Safe and Secure Town Centres at Night
Toolkit.22 It aimed to provide a framework for measuring
the issues involved in alcohol-related violence and disorder,
identifying priorities and taking action to deal with them.

• Partnership capability – for example, the contribution of
Pubwatch, Businesswatch, Crimewatch or Nightsafe partnerships

• Health – including for example data from the North West
Public Health Observatory plus the Local Alcohol Strategy

• Janitorial – including, for example, appraisals of litter,
lighting, waste, noise control, public conveniences and
CCTV against national standards

• Arts, education and culture – with an audit of existing
and proposed built facilities and the audiences they
attract, and a review of street and public events. 

1.4. Overnight appraisal
The suggested procedure for undertaking an overnight
appraisal is set out in the next chapter on the Purple Flag
accreditation scheme. In each of the NightVision pilots an
appraisal report was prepared covering:

• Introduction – date, membership of appraisal team
and the times they are present

• Itinerary – the route travelled, the stops for meals,
presentations by staff or at CCTV centre, venues
visited and the times

• Points of activity – description of the key locations –
clusters of attractions or transportation hubs and links
between – composition, activity and breadth of appeal
and times

• Consumer mix and atmosphere – the ages and types of
visitors and the atmosphere on the streets/in selected
venues during the four time bands. (For example, are
there locations and venues where families are welcome?)

• Specific issues – violence and disorder, places to avoid,
venue management, overcrowding and congestion,
litter and street fowling, lighting, noise, streetscape,
policing, transport

• Conclusions – these could be best presented as issues
for further research and discussion particularly if the
appraisal was on just one night and that observations
and issues raised can be highly sensitive.
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3.3 Vision
In some NightVision pilots this was expressed in a vision
statement to encapsulate an initiative, leading to further
elaboration under the following headings:

• A spatial vision: in the past the evening and night time
economy may have been confined to a few peripheral
hotspots away from the retail prime area. In the future
this economy is likely to be more integrated. A spatial
concept and footprint for the whole town centre could
now be set out, identifying points of activity and their
individual roles. For example, in the Preston NightVision
pilot, seven ‘hubs’ were described including a Civic Hub
around the principal cultural facilities, a ‘post-retail’
family hub focusing on the twilight and early evening
period, a high quality dining hub and a late- night
club hub.

• A market vision for diversity: who are the customers
of tomorrow, and who might they be considering the
rich mix of businesses and brands that the implementers
of the strategy will encourage or recruit?

• A vision over time: this would show the proposed town
centre programme over the 12 or 24 hour period, possibly
including proposals for breathing life into the shoulder
period. In the Preston pilot visions of the future were
drawn together and summarised in chart form by customer
profile types, times of activity and a matrix of styles of
venues and brands.

• A sensory vision: this describes the quality of the experience
of arriving, moving and lingering in the centre after hours
and would take into account a blend of good functional
organisation, presentation and management, customer
care and flair.

• An organisational vision: this would examine the way in
which existing interests and specialists can achieve more
individually and together as part of corporate planning and
partnership, and would consider the need for new posts or
structures – for example an evening economy project officer.

3.3 Strategic themes and actions
In the later NightVision pilots, the five Purple Flag Core
Agenda themes were found to be helpful as the context
for the main proposals, leading to an action plan.

Wellbeing: This considers strategies to address crime
and anti-social behaviour, tackle health impacts of alcohol
abuse, change negative perceptions and promote a more
positive image, including creating a more welcoming and
convivial environment. 

Possible actions:
• a Citysafe and Sound 24 campaign

• a cumulative impact policy under the provisions
of the 2003 Licensing Act

• a more intensive programme of multi-agency
inspections of licensed premises

• designing out crime

• preparation of a Supplementary Planning Document,
including policies to disperse activities to new more
appropriate sites

• support and encouragement to operators to change
design of venues, introduce more seating and create
a less aggressive environment

• polices for areas outside licensed premises, including
external smoking, the use of polycarbonate drinking
vessels, provision of external seating etc.

• enhanced public service provision: lighting, cleansing,
toilets etc.

• introduction of more ‘capable guardians’: marshals,
wardens, town centre manager, street pastors etc.

• introduce a ‘Civic Watch’ style initiative25 to engage
all stakeholders and respond to concern

• support industry-led initiatives: Best Bar None26,
Pubwatch27, ‘soft closing’ initiatives, Behave or be
Banned (BOBB), Challenge 21 and 25.28
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3.2 The drivers of change 
The positive dynamics that are to be harnessed by the
strategy are described. These include:

• positive impact: the potential positive impact of new
commercial investment on town centre business growth

• demographic potential: the potential for the improved
town centre to reach out and attract a different, more
representative or wealthier clientele from outside the
immediate catchment

• business restructuring in response to changing tastes,
preferences and lifestyles and the potential to work
with business to raise quality or enlarge choice.
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Markets 9-5pm 5-8pm 8-11pm

Shoppers Shopping, including late
afternoon and cinema
matinee.

Early evening shopping at
Westfield and Cathedral
Quarter. A drink or meal
out with friends.

A show at Assembly Rooms
or public event such as
Derby Feste.

City centre workers Lunchtime or business
meetings at cafes,
on the riverside.

An after work drink with
friends and colleagues at
riverside or Market Place.

A meal out with family
or friends.

Families Shopping, or museums and
art galleries. An exhibition
at the QUAD.

A meal out at a family-
friendly restaurant
at riverside.

A show at the Assembly
Rooms or Playhouse.

Tourists Visiting museums and
heritage in Derby and
the Derwent Valley.
Or business tourism.

Check in at one of the hotels
e.g. at the Cathedral Quarter.
Buy gifts and fashions in
later opening shops.

An evening meal at Friar
Gate. A chance to take
in floodlit Derby at night
or street events.

Culture seekers Museum, heritage centre,
art house cinema at
the QUAD.

A meal at the QUAD or
Westfield food court.

Theatre, cinema (Westfield
or QUAD), a performance
at the Cathedral

City centre residents Walk into the centre for an
evening meal or for some
evening shopping.

On to theatre or cinema, or
to meet friends at riverside.

Nightvision plan for Derby city centre



Place: This could include a spatial strategy for the location,
roles and clustering of destinations, policies to encourage a
vital mix of activities day and night, physical links between
attractors and points of arrival, traffic management measures
to overcome pedestrian/vehicular conflict and detailed design
proposals to animate the public realm and create visual delight.

Possible actions:
• preparation of evening economy spatial strategy

• use of SPD to achieve objectives

• policies to encourage active edges to night time
building frontages on streets and spaces

• policy for pavement kiosks, al fresco dining,
café culture

• creation of public spaces for night time use

• traffic management measures

• illumination, signage and interpretation for night time
pedestrian routes, plus illumination and floodlighting
of landmarks

• design of public realm, public art, water features
and sculpture.

Policy envelope: This might include night time proofing
of existing policies, integrated front-line management,
information and data collection, stronger leadership and
partnership working.

Possible actions:
• night time policy proofing in accordance with overall

strategic objectives

• area and place management initiatives, including town
centre management and business improvement district

• intelligence gathering and performance measurement
(e.g. as in Purple Flag)

• front line service co-ordination

• community/stakeholder partnership

• night time economy manager        .
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Appeal: This includes proposals designed to capitalise on
investment in new commercial projects to attract families,
and projects to enliven the twilight or shoulder period.
These would involve extending retail hours, and extending
efforts to recruit brands and outlets with a broader appeal
and arts/cultural projects that introduce a new market.

Possible actions:
• consumer market research leading to definition

of opportunities for growth 

• promotion of centre to target groups

• place marketing and brand recruitment to attract
a balanced range of outlets

• commercial investment leading to wider market
and family appeal

• a flexible retail hours initiative to enliven the
shoulder period

• a programme of leisure business advice and support
leading to improved management and wider appeal

• opening of public buildings in the evening

• an arts and cultural programme to maximise appeal
to ‘creatives’

• free events to widen appeal e.g. Light Nights29,
Dining Week30 etc.

Movement: This includes policies to improve access and
movement by all modes after hours, looking at areas such
as night time transport hubs, marshalled taxi ranks and
private hire ranks, night bus services, shuttle buses for
university students, safe and secure car parks, and well
lit pedestrian links between points of activity.

Possible actions:
• incorporation of late night policies in local

transport plans

• marshals for taxis, buses and private hire

• information (on leaflets, on beer mats etc.)
on how to get home

• lighting and signage

• provision of a late-night transport hub

• development of safe routes home on foot

• support for late running buses

• provision of safe and secure car parks at night.
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19 Drinks Places. CGA Strategy Ltd. www.cgastrategy.co.uk. This contains
information on each of 140,000 on-license premises, including pubs,
clubs, hotels and restaurants and under 45 different outlet trading styles.

20 Maidstone by Night. Maidstone Borough Council. September 2007.

21 Economic Impact of the Nightlife Industry in New York City. New York
Nightlife Association. 2003. Also article by Jim Peters in Nightclub and Bar.
August 2009.

22 BRE Safe and Secure Town Centres at Night Toolkit. Sharon Monahan
and Joan Oxley. BRE Trust. 23 May 2008. 

23 Place Settings. www.caci.co.uk. Provides market size and catchments
for over 2,200 centres, including some 54,000 licensed premises.

24 The Manchester city centre Safe campaign was the first of a number of
similar schemes. Now renamed City Safe, it has four main aims including
reducing alcohol-related violence, working with the licensed trade, promoting
safe drinking and reducing perceptions of drunkenness, rowdiness and
disorder in the night-time economy. It is led by Manchester Police.
www.citycentresafe.com

25 Civic Watch. A Westminster City Council initiative is based on successful programmes
in New York and Baltimore. It started in 2003. It aims to deliver cleaner and safer
streets and relies on active community support. www.westminster.gov.uk/services/
policeandpublicsafety/crimeandlawenforcement/civicwatch

26 Best Bar None is an awards scheme for licensed premises, running in over 80
locations in the UK. Originally developed by Manchester City Centre Safe, it is now
managed by an independent board and is supported by the Home Office and BII

27 Pubwatch is a community-based crime prevention approach, organised by licensees
with the support of police. The first scheme was in Shepherds Bush in London.
There are now several hundred schemes nationwide. www.nationalpubwatch.org.uk

28 Behave or Be Banned, Challenge 21 and 25. See Home Office
www.crimereduction.homeoffice.gov.uk

29 Light Night is a national programme of overnight events organised by cities
in the UK and supported by ATCM. It is based on Nuit Blanche in Paris and
similar initiatives elsewhere in Europe. www.lightnight.co.uk

30 Dining Week. Originally an American initiative, it is now being considered for
the UK by ATCM. 135 restaurants participate in Amsterdam’s Dining Week.    



A second series of pilots, entitled Purple Flag Pathfinders,
was launched to test and develop the concept. A new set of
standards and a new methodology for assessing the performance
of town centres at night resulted from this work.

A new accreditation scheme
Purple Flag was seen to be a way of raising standards,
inspiring effort, developing good practice, acknowledging
and celebrating success. It aimed to bring specific benefits
to locations that achieved Purple Flag status:

• an improved public image
• wider patronage and greater access to central facilities
• increased expenditure
• lower rates of crime and anti-social behaviour
• a more successful economy long-term.

Purple flag core agenda

The Civic Trust first proposed the idea of a new scheme for
town centres at night in 2006. The concept was based on the
organisation’s long-established track record of Civic Trust
Awards and the Green Flag accreditation scheme for green
spaces, which it operated on behalf of central government.
Both were seen as effective ways of raising profile,
encouraging effort and rewarding or acknowledging success. 

Standards for town centres at night
A set of standards called the Core Agenda is central to Purple
Flag. There are five main themes: Wellbeing, Movement, Appeal,
Place and Policy Envelope. The Core Agenda is designed to
capture the quality and the rounded experience people expect
from their town centres – whoever the people may be and
whatever the type and size of centre. The Core Agenda evolved
out of NightVision’s Three Imperatives and Ten Principles and
drew inspiration from elsewhere, including two American
concepts used successfully in the not-for-profit arena:

• Main Street America is a long established, community-
based town centre management and development
programme, with a track record of more than 2,000
projects. All projects have the same four themes: Design,
Organisation, Promotion and Economic Restructuring.31

• The Responsible Hospitality Institute (RHI). Led by Jim
Peters. the RHI has nearly three decades of experience in
assisting businesses and communities to create safe and
vibrant places to socialize. The RHI publication Planning,
Managing and Policing Hospitality Zones: A Practical Guide
was published at about the same time as the Civic Trust’s
NightVision report. RHI identified six components of success:
security service and safety, community policing, music and
entertainment, multi-use sidewalks, late night integrated
transportation and quality of life.32

Both initiatives have been particularly effective in communicating
complex concepts to a varied audience and in creating new
forms of partnerships to deliver action on the ground.

The Core Agenda
Many of the topics are already addressed by local authorities,
the police, town centre management, business or health
partnerships. The ‘Core Agenda’ brings these topics together
in one place. For each Core Agenda theme, there is a simple
minimum threshold and half a dozen Purple Flag attributes. 

The idea for a new accreditation scheme for better town centres at night
grew and strengthened during the course of the NightVision pilot projects.
The research showed that Purple Flag, as it became known, was likely
to be popular and effective in raising standards. 

achieving quality
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Policy envelope

A clear aim and a common purpose

WELLBEING
Welcoming, clean and safe

MOVEMENT
A secure pattern of arrival,
circulation and departure

A BROAD APPEAL
A vibrant choice and a rich mix
of entertainment and activity

PLACE
A stimulating destination

and a vital place
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WELLBEING: Welcoming, clean and safe
Concern. Many people are unwilling or afraid to visit their
town centres at night because of fear of personal harm or
intimidation, or because of the lack of basic services. Bad
publicity may have played a part in creating a poor image
and in fuelling negative perceptions.

Aspiration. A prerequisite for successful destinations is
that these places should be safe and welcoming. Some
services may need to be up-rated and extended to cope
with specific needs late at night and after dark. Everyone
has a part to play in delivering fundamental standards of
customer care.

Minimum threshold. These incorporate per capita crime
and anti-social behaviour rates that are normally at least
average nationally and show an improving trend – taking
both resident and visitor numbers into account.

Purple Flag attributes:

1. Safety: visible, effective policing and active surveillance

2. Care: responsible guardianship, customer care,
concern for community health

3. Regulation: positive and proactive licensing
and regulation

4. Services: appropriate levels of service from
public utilities

5. Partnership: the active involvement of business
in driving up standards

6. Perceptions: a positive presentation of the area
which is well received by customers.

MOVEMENT: A secure pattern of arrival,
circulation and departure
Concern: Most vehicular and pedestrian systems and
patterns are designed primarily for daytime and may
work less well at night. This may deter some customers
and make others vulnerable.

Aspiration: Getting home safely after an evening out
is a prime requirement. So too is the ability to move
around the centre on foot with ease. A comprehensive
approach may be needed for all types of movement
if centres are to function properly and be appealing
after hours.

Minimum threshold: There must be a minimum level
of appropriate late-night public transport provision.

Purple Flag attributes:

1. Public transport: safe, affordable, well-managed
late night public transport

2. Car parking: appropriate provision of secure late
night car parking

3. Pedestrian routes: clear, safe and convenient links
within the centre and homewards

4. Crowd management: measures to deal with
overcrowding, congestion and conflict between
pedestrians and moving vehicles

5. Information: provision of practical information
and guidance to town centre users

6. Partnership: business and operator commitment
and partnership.
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APPEAL: A vibrant choice and rich mix of
entertainment and activity
Concern: Many centres appeal to a narrow range of
interests and ages after hours and as a result acquire
a negative image that can affect business vitality both
day and night. Many more people would go out if things
were better and if there were more choice.

Aspiration. Successful destinations should offer a vibrant
choice of leisure and entertainment for a diversity of
ages, lifestyles and cultures, including families. This
offer should contain a rich mix of public and private
attractions and the areas should be vital places to visit
by day and night.

Minimum threshold: A late night offer needs to comprise
more than youth-oriented and alcohol-based activity.

Purple Flag attributes:

1. Food and dining: a choice of eating venues and
a commitment to good food

2. Pubs and bars: well-managed venues to meet varied
tastes offering more than just alcoholic beverages

3. Late night appeal: a late night offer that complements
the diverse appeal of the centre as a whole

4. Early evening shopping: flexible trading hours that
help to keep the centre alive between 5pm to 8pm

5. Arts and culture: a vibrant, inclusive arts and
cultural scene

6. Public buildings: imaginative use of public buildings
in the evening and at night.

PLACE: A stimulating destination and a vital place
Concern: Many places that work well in daytime can be
intimidating at night. Single use hospitality areas are
likely to be vulnerable to changes in fashions, tastes and
economics. An over-concentration of similar night-time
venues can damage the image of an area and drive away
other activities and clientele. 

Aspiration: Successful hospitality areas are alive during
the day, evening and night. They contain a blend of
overlapping activities that encourage people to mingle
and encompass attractive places where spending and
socialising are in balance. The character and identity
of the area – its buildings, structures and features – are
respected and reinforced, displaying flair, imagination
and an awareness of night time usage in all aspects of
design. Minimum threshold: A diversity of land uses
ensures a convenient and attractive destination for
pedestrians at night.

Purple Flag attributes:

1. Location: appropriate location, clustering and
capacity of venue types

2. Diversity: a successful balance of uses and brands

3. Clarity: well-designed links and visible signs

4. Animation: attractive, well-used public places,
active streets and building frontages 

5. Good design thoughtful and imaginative design
for the night

6. Identity: appropriate use of natural and built features
to reinforce appeal.



The tasks were the following:

1. The area, aims and objectives: This involved an initial
presentation on Purple Flag, followed by a review of the
composition and boundaries of the chosen pathfinder area.
The aims for the area and for the pathfinder initiative
were discussed.

2. Baseline: The work programme called for an outline
management plan, which later became the ‘Purple Flag
Area Snapshot’. It usually involved local officers gathering
together the available information on the area.

3. Overnight appraisal: This involved a night time performance
appraisal by the team and pathfinder stakeholders together,
typically from 5pm or 6pm up to around 3am.

4. Evaluation: This comprised a review of the overnight
appraisal by the participants through agreement on the
performance of the area and completion of the Self-
Assessment chart, and discussion of any immediate
priorities for action or improvement.

5. Stakeholder event: This presented an opportunity to
consult and engage wider interests in support of the
initiative and a bid for Purple Flag.

6. Action: This involved implementation of any small scale
measures identified under point 4 that were needed in
order to bring the area up to standard. 

7. Prospectus: This required the preparation of a document
to inform all interests about the accreditation scheme
and proposals for the area.

8. Celebration: This was a national event at which
pathfinders could share their experiences and
present their achievements.

Each pathfinder evolved in different ways to reflect local
priorities, but all contributed to the development of the
accreditation scheme. Over the course of the work the Civic
Trust team developed the material that forms the Purple Flag
Entrants’ Resource Pack, drawing on the experience and
advice of the local partners in the pathfinder programme.

Pathfinder profiles: Kingston upon Thames
The council and Kingston town centre management had
been involved in NightVision and Purple Flag since the start
and were enthusiastic about becoming the first Purple Flag
Pathfinder. The area selected was similar to the earlier
NightVision pilot and was based on the boundary of the
BID. The new Rose Theatre was by this time into its second
season and it was possible to see the beneficial effects of
the theatre on the surrounding area.

The small working party was relatively informal and included
the BID team, the council’s arts officers, police and other
council officers. The Core Agenda minimum threshold standards
came out of early discussions. The working party cut straight
to the evaluation, having already undertaken the NightVision
pilot a year before. This was then refined using the conclusions
of the overnight appraisal. A relatively-quiet Thursday late
shopping night was chosen for the appraisal and a wide cross-
section of interests took part in the process, though not all
stayed throughout. This included unannounced visits to the
Oceana and McCluskys nightclubs. The size of centre made
it possible to do circuits at intervals up to the early hours
of the morning. 
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POLICY ENVELOPE: A clear aim and a
common purpose
Concern: Policy making in this area has often suffered
from a fragmented or piecemeal approach which is
divided between different interests and led by different
professionals. This has made it difficult to give the topic
the coherence and purpose it needs.

Aspiration: After-hours policy crosses many professional,
budgetary and sectoral boundaries. The challenge is to
bring clarity and focus to a complicated field. A clear
strategy – based on sound research, integrated public
policy and a successful multi-sector partnership –
is needed.

Minimum threshold: Momentum can be encouraged
through a collaboration among sectors, agencies,
service-providers and policy makers.

Purple Flag attributes:

1. Data: a sound statistical base for policy making
and action

2. Strategy: clear strategic objectives and targets

3. Co-ordination: public policy co-ordination and focus

4. Leadership: clear responsibilities for policy, co-
ordinated action, communication and presentation

5. Partnership: multi-sector endorsement and commitment

6. Community: an ongoing, interactive dialogue
with residents, consumers, potential consumers
and others.

Purple Flag Pathfinder projects
The viability of the Purple Flag concept was tested in a
stakeholder survey. Local partners felt that although the
survey offered valuable information and provided a useful
starting point, findings from the survey were too superficial
and limited to be used as the sole basis for future policymaking.
They suggested that, the review process needed to be more
robust while remaining as accessible to all participants. 

One conclusion from the stakeholder survey was that the
purple flag concept should be piloted with local partners.
Invitations were extended to local authorities and town
centre management partnerships to become Purple Flag
Pathfinders. The aims were:

• to select areas that could demonstrate real success
so that a productive partnership could be established

• to test the Purple Flag concept and develop the
methodology for the accreditation scheme

• to use the scheme to help pathfinders develop policies
for their areas

• to enlist the pathfinders in support of Purple Flag.

Seven areas were selected from around 50 expressions
of interest: Kingston upon Thames, Leicester Square,
Covent Garden, Birmingham, Bath, Manchester and Oxford.
An eighth area in Islington was also chosen but progress
was curtailed by the closure of The Civic Trust.

There were eight tasks in the original pathfinder work
programme. Most pathfinders concentrated on the first
four. Each of the stages was managed by a working group
attended by interested parties e.g. licensing officers,
police, planners and town centre managers. 
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  Bath
The pathfinder area included virtually the whole of the historic
centre, with the River Avon forming the boundary to east and
south. This is a major tourist attraction as well as a commercial
and residential centre. The process was led by the Licensing
Manager and a Night Time Economy Project Worker was
recruited to co-ordinate the work, and assemble the baseline
data. Bath and North East Somerset Council were taking a
‘reflective look’ at the management of the area after hours
and considered that Purple Flag could be benefit this. There
was interest also in selecting one location, Winckley Square,
as a case study for an al fresco dining location. 

The area was small enough to be covered several times
in one night. The Project Worker prepared sets of Core
Agenda checklist reminder cards to help members of the
appraisal team. She also devised a formal scoring system
and summarised the results in a series of charts, so that
the process could be repeated at intervals and the findings
presented to councillors. The appraisal showed that Bath
is generally a very attractive and enjoyable place to be
in at night. There have been significant improvements
in policing and anti-social behaviour has reduced.

Manchester
The pathfinder arose out of discussions with the licensing
team, regeneration and community development officers.
It got under way following a presentation to the Deputy
Chief Executive. The city council chose to include the whole
of the city centre – Piccadilly, the retail core (including
Manchester Arndale), Castlefield, Canal Street, Chinatown,
Spinningfields and the Northern Quarter. 

The council authorised an officer to co-ordinate the process.
It began by undertaking baseline research. Data was brought
together from council departments and others to contribute
to the report. As with Birmingham, there was a well-planned
itinerary for the overnight appraisal, involving travelling
on foot and by minibus, with discussions and presentations
throughout the night on the street and at various venues,
covering the main areas of concern.

Oxford
Two areas were initially considered: the city centre and East
Oxford. In the event only a study of the first area went ahead
and, due to severe resource constraints, the city council was
forced to reduce its commitment to the pathfinder. The city
centre includes entertainment areas such as George Street and
the commercial centre, which intermingle with the courtyards
and quadrangles of the ancient university campus.

The work in Oxford was led by the manager of the Oxford
NightSafe project, who collected the data and prepared the
baseline report. The work done reflected Oxford’s track record
in addressing security, policing, taxi marshalling and cleansing. 

Islington
The area selected was a city fringe location that has been
transformed into a lively mix of pubs, restaurants, bars and
nightclubs, together with hotels, offices for the creative and
design sectors, shops, houses and apartments. It includes
Farringdon station, Cowcross Street and Smithfield Market.
The Fabrik nightclub is a major feature in the area at night
and is a large, independently-owned and apparently well-
managed venue, showing care and consideration for clientele
and neighbours. 
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Leicester Square and Covent Garden (Westminster)
The pathfinder followed earlier experimental work with
Westminster City Council that included an overnight tour
of the West End. The process was led by the Director of
Public Protection. Two contrasting areas were selected.
Leicester Square has a lively mix of casinos, nightclubs,
restaurants and hotels – active throughout the night. It is
an area in transition with new development taking place on
two sides. Covent Garden is bustling until around midnight
and has a different character associated with its culture
and heritage.

A co-ordinating officer was appointed and a well-organised
and relatively formal process evolved around meetings of
the working party, with reports on each of the Purple Flag
stages being considered at each meeting. The two overnight
appraisals were carried out simultaneously and involved local
residents as well as police and council officers. There were
visits and interviews with managers at a casino, night club
and a late night restaurant. Both areas were easily traversed
on foot and this permitted circuits to be carried out at
intervals throughout the night.

Birmingham
The pathfinder was led by the council’s city centre management
team, with strong support from the licensing department and
others. Five existing and proposed BID areas were included:
Broad Street, Paradise Forum, Colmore, the Retail BID and
Southside. Broad Street and Southside are the principal night
time entertainment districts. The area regularly attracts
over 70,000 visitors on a Saturday night. A major effort has
been made to manage activity after hours, including in the
lively Broad Street BID, where there have been significant
improvements, in part prompted by the concerns of major
landowners in the vicinity. 

The city centre management team supported the process
with the preparation of baseline and other information.
The overnight appraisal was undertaken with the police
and council officers, and included interviews on street or
in venues with a wide variety of managers, operators and
key interests. The area was extensive, so a pre-set itinerary
was followed, involving transport by minibus as well as
circuits on foot. Because of the size it was not possible
to carry out repeat circuits at different time of the night.
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Leicester Square has a lively mix of
casinos, nightclubs, restaurants and
hotels – active throughout the night.
It is an area in transition with new
development taking place on two sides.



4. Undertaking an overnight appraisal
It is almost impossible to understand how an area works
at night without going out to look. Those whose job it is
to keep centres clean and safe already have first hand
experience. Consumers and visitors have an appreciation
of the quality of the overall experience, but will not
understand all that goes into it. In Purple Flag, participants
are asked to carry out their own appraisal as part of
preparing their entry. A second appraisal is undertaken
by the Purple Flag assessors on a separate occasion and
the two are compared. Some fundamental guidelines are:

• The appraisal should cover the Core Agenda themes,
so it should include both selected venues and the
public realm.

• The appraisal should cover the hours the centre is
active. In Purple Flag, there are four time bands
from 5pm to 5am.

• As part of the pathfinders process the findings were
greatly enhanced by meeting key people en route.

• Ideally, the appraisal team should include
representatives from the five stakeholder groups, even
if these representatives are not present throughout.

• A small centre can easily be covered on foot. Larger
centres will require a mix of travel on foot and by
vehicle. In these cases an itinerary needs to be
carefully prepared in order to see the right places
at the right time.

• The impressions and observations need to be captured
on the spot or very soon after, while the memory
is fresh.

5. Assessing performance
The Self-Assessment is the third supporting document
requested by the Purple Flag accreditation scheme.
The aim is that local partners should use it to reach
conclusions on the standard of their area against the
Core Agenda themes, taking into account the area
snapshot and the results of the overnight appraisal. 

In the Self-Assessment Chart there are five standards,
represented by a simple colour code:

• Purple - Excellent/Outstanding
• Dark green – Above standard
• Light green – Standard met
• Light red – Below standard
• Dark red – Significantly below standard and an area

of priority concern.
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Appraising town centres at night
A Home Office grant allowed the Purple Flag team to
draw out the conclusions of the pathfinder projects and
to refine the methodology for the accreditation scheme.
In this methodology each entrant is required to prepare
a special package of information in order for assessors
and the Accreditation Panel to make sound and properly-
informed decisions. The aim is that the process should
be valuable in itself for local partners in developing town
centre policy. In essence the process involves bringing the
interested parties together, gathering the evidence, taking
stock of performance and agreeing priorities for improvement.
There are five steps in the Purple Flag Entrants’ Resource
Pack, supplemented by guidelines and templates.

The Purple Flag Entrants’ Resource Pack
The pack covers:

1. Organising for Purple Flag
This involves bringing the right people together with
proper leadership and with sufficient authority to
assemble data and draw conclusions from this and
the overnight appraisal.

• Inception and partnership: Ideally, five stakeholder
groups should be represented: public protection and
enforcement, infrastructure, the hospitality sector,
development and planning and the community.

• Senior stakeholder participation: While the inspiration
may come from any of the above, it is likely that local
authorities will need to be closely involved or taking
the lead in most cases.

• Purple Flag working group: This will be broadly
representative of the key stakeholder groups and
will typically meet to consider and review progress
at each stage.

• Purple Flag co-ordinator: This may be a part-time
or fixed term appointment, but the experience of
the pathfinders suggests that it is helpful to have
a designated person to support the process and
co-ordinate the effort.

2. Mapping the area
The area map defines the area to be submitted for Purple
Flag accreditation. At its most basic it is an Ordnance
Survey-type plan at an appropriate scale, showing the
boundary of the area to be submitted, which may be a
whole town centre, sub districts or even a single street.
It can be much more valuable than this however and
should include:

• licensed premises, restaurants 
• cultural and other attractions
• late-opening shops and other land uses
• transport hubs
• points of congestion, crime hotspots and
• pedestrian volumes at key points throughout the night
• it might also include approach routes to the area by

vehicle and on foot.

3. Preparing an area snapshot
This is the second of three supporting documents. It
is intended to be a succinct document covering the
composition and performance of the area, supplemented
by statistical and other evidence. This is a particularly
valuable document because information on the five
Core Agenda themes may be found scattered among a
number of separate local policy documents, plans and
audits. This document presents an important opportunity
to bring information together in a new way, to consider
it in the round and to reach conclusions on the quality of
the area at night. It is not reasonable to require original
research to be undertaken. Instead, entrants are invited
to paint the picture and take a view, supported by
existing data as available.
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31 The National Trust Main Street Center. Washington. www.preservation.org/
main-street. Mission is “to empower people, organisations and communities
to achieve ongoing downtown and neighbourhood district revitalization…”

32 The Responsible Hospitality Institute. www.rhiweb.org  



The report took its cue from consumer aspirations, innovative
good practice and incipient trends in the market. In the five
years since the report was first published, some of the principles
have been adopted by policy makers and are part of established
practice. Other principles remain as goals. Meanwhile there
are new challenges, particularly economic ones, and it makes
sense to re-evaluate the original message, to re-evaluate the
conclusions and to set new objectives for the next five years.

The Ten Principles – five years on
1. Embody the community health agenda in policy
and transform behavioural norms
In 2006 this seemed to highlight a big gap in policy which
has now largely been filled by the Alcohol Harm Reduction
Strategy for England33 and the requirement for local authorities
and others to prepare local alcohol strategies and youth alcohol
policies. The research and statistics prompted by this initiative
have gone a long way to redress the balance and promote
a broader understanding of the issues. The challenge of
integrating the thinking and practical initiatives into local
policy, management and customer care remains. 

2. Collect the basic data. Develop a sophisticated
market and consumer understanding to go alongside
performance measures and inclusion targets
This still remains a challenge. It is not realistic to expect
policies for the evening and night time economy to be
effective unless they are informed by data that is as
coherent as that gathered as a matter of course for 9am
to 5pm activity. The collection of crime data and health
data has developed strongly, but an understanding of the
consumer market is still limited. 

3. Promote local choice. Encourage the fresh shoots
of innovation and growth
Since 2006, we have seen the market meet consumers’
aspirations of for greater choice. Market intelligence continues
to support this trend. In particular, it is now widely understood
that good food is increasingly a mainstay for pubs and bars.
To an extent, this is reinforced by the recession as many
pubs and bars now sell reasonably-priced food.

4. Create family-friendly and child-friendly centres
The child-friendly aspect of centres has proved to be surprisingly
controversial. Children continue to be specifically excluded or
discouraged in many town centre premises, in a way which is
not found in continental Europe for example. In contrast to this
is the welcome number of festive events which are aimed at all
ages. Light Nights, run by ATCM, is one of the most interesting
of these events and has a known pedigree in Europe. These
events draw a much more diverse crowd than is usually found
in town centres at night.

5. Improve accessibility. Deliver safe, affordable public
transport at night
Research from 2002/3 found this to be the top priority for local
authorities, despite the fact that, since deregulation, only London
retained control of public transport provision. Local transport
plans have been largely disappointing, failing to address public
transport needs after hours. However there are a large number
of successful initiatives around the country involving services such
as night buses, university shuttle services, and taxi marshalling.
What emerges from the pilots and pathfinders are two things.
First, town and city centres can operate very differently in the
day compared to at night. Often, taxi ranks, bus stops and
stations are in different places in the centre. In some cases,
expensively-built bus stations are unused after 7pm or so. Second,
provision often seems ad hoc, experimental and transitory,
reflecting the fact that it may be a tactical response and
subject to the limitations of short-term funding.

The Civic Trust report NightVision: Town Centres for All set out a hypothesis
or proposition which the BCSC funded programme was designed to test.
The Three Imperatives and the Ten Principles presented a framework to
assess and develop better managed, more varied and inclusive town centres
in the future. 

sociable city – the future
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ATCM has commissioned research into the topic and has
gathered leading retailers together at national level to
encourage momentum leading to more flexible hours. The
recession will hamper attempts to extend hours in many
locations in the short-term, but the research suggests
that in the longer term those centres that fail to change
will lose out.

Lessons from the NightVision pilots
A number of practical conclusions emerge from experience
gained in the NightVision pilot projects:

• Leadership and partnership are key: All the pilots had
specific strengths, depending largely on the enthusiasm
and commitment of key individuals. The comprehensive
and cross-cutting approach advocated in NightVision Town
Centres for All (and in Purple Flag) is a challenge, given
the distribution of relevant capabilities among so many
sectors and professions. However, one of the intentions
of the 2003 Licensing Act was to facilitate an integrated
approach joining relevant local authority departments
and their partners. There remains real potential for
adding value in this way.

• Regaining and maintaining control is still the priority for
most: In all locations, security and policing were still the
dominant concerns. It was evident that there was a stronger
police presence, reinforced by Police Community Support
Officers (PCSOs) and CCTV coverage. This is becoming more
sophisticated with the use of digital imaging and number
plate recognition. All areas had Community Safety Partnerships
or Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnerships and their
agendas tended to lead the debate. 

• There is a night time ‘kit of parts’: Based on the pilots,
current good practice is likely to include more police and
PCSOs, CCTV with a radio link to police and security staff,
night time taxi ranks, taxi marshals, a Challenge 21 or
Challenge 25 initiative linked to an active Pubwatch.
There are of course many local variants. More recently,
towns and cites have begun to understand more clearly
the importance of good and visible signage at night and
several schemes are being brought forward.

• There is a new ‘front line’ of night time management:
This includes licensing officers, police, noise enforcement,
marshals, private security staff and cleaning. Many of
the people met in the course of the pilots were clearly
dedicated to their work and to ensuring that people had
a safe and enjoyable night out. 

• There are real gains, but negative perceptions persist:
Despite the many advances, public opinion is slow to
change. Statistics on reduction seemed to carry little
weight with local people in the pilots where figures
were available. Perhaps it is the case that public concern
has been so marked for so long that only a dramatic and
sustained improvement will be enough to change perceptions.

• The voluntary sector is making a real contribution:
Most pilots were very positive about the Street Pastor
network, which provides impartial advice and support
for the vulnerable and distressed. Some churches were
considering operating a drop-in centre at night. Derby
SOS operates patrols by advisors at night to protect
children and young teenagers from adults seeking to
lure them into prostitution.
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6. Set new standards in customer care. Make the public
realm welcoming and hospitable
We have observed during the programme that where well-
managed night time managers, guardians or ambassadors are
in action, the atmosphere on the streets is much improved.
We would like to see this type of presence continued and
strengthened. We also welcome the beginnings of an awareness
of the need for better and different directional guidance,
way marking and information provision; even the provision
of illuminated signs can make the difference. Again, town
and city centres may work quite differently at night and
this is not always reflected in the provision of this type
of public infrastructure. 

7. Use planning to shape the future of town centres at night
In 2005, this principle responded to the change in the Use
Class Orders – categories used by town planning to control
changes between types of activity. The amendment gave
planners finer control of different kinds of activity in
restaurants, cafés, pubs and wine bars. The Government
had also given encouragement in Planning Policy Statement
(PPS) 6 to local authorities to develop night time strategies
for town centres, where appropriate. Surprisingly, town
planners were less engaged in the NightVision pilots and the
Purple Flag Pathfinders than we expected. The allocation of
different types of floor space in the right places is absolutely
critical to the future of town centres at night. Meanwhile,
the challenge of obtaining the right mix of premises remains. 

Despite the changes in the Use Class Orders, statutory controls
are too coarse to be effective on their own. This means that,
if planning policies in this area are to work, planners need to
work more closely with others to achieve their aims: licensing
officers, developers and managing agents, regeneration
companies, police and town centre managers.

8. Develop a new language of design. Design out crime
and design in delight
Most police forces now have an officer who specialises in
designing out crime, beginning often with a COPS survey
(Crime Opportunity Profiling of Streets). The Building
Research Establishment carried out research and pilot
projects leading to their 2008 publication BRE Safe and
Secure Town Centres at Night Toolkit.

There are a growing number of individual urban design
exemplars such as the Royal Festival Hall on London’s
South Bank and Nottingham’s Market Place – both of which
won Civic Trust design awards. But there is surprisingly
little engagement in this area from the design professions,
given the opportunity to create animation, light and colour.

9. Promote flexible hours and the multiple use of public
buildings: art galleries, libraries, museums and schools
There has been a welcome change with more art galleries
and museums opening at night, often with entertainment,
food and drink offers helping to turn a visit into more of
an occasion. Extending the opening hours of public buildings
generally is fraught with difficulty in a cash-strapped
environment. The Forum in Norwich has become something
of an exemplar – open well into the evening and mixing
a public library with cafés, restaurants and offices.

10. Extend shopping and other services into the evening
Despite the public welcome given to this in 2006 it remains
a major challenge. We encountered opposition from the
business community in some of our pilots, for many and
different practical reasons. In one pilot project there was
hostility to the proposal, despite the unusually quiet city
centre after 5.30 pm. In Manchester later-opening shopping
has proved a great success with more money being spent
5pm to 7pm than 9am to 11am. 
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There has been a welcome change with
more art galleries and museums opening
at night, often with entertainment, food
and drink offers helping to turn a visit
into more of an occasion.



Lessons from Purple Flag
The Purple Flag Pathfinders demonstrated the potential
of the concept and pioneered the methodology:

• Changing perceptions: The pathfinders showed that
this is one of the most powerful arguments for Purple
Flag. Across the country local authorities, town centre
partnerships, licensees and police have been working
hard to make centres safer and better for after-hours
visitors. But this effort goes largely unnoticed in the
press and media, which generally focuses on the negative
and sensational. Purple Flag provides a methodology for
setting the record straight.

• A promotional tool: Purple Flag is primarily about raising
standards, but Purple Flag status can also become a
promotional tool for destinations that make the grade.
Some pathfinders saw that Purple Flag status can give
visitors the confidence that during evening and night-time
hours, they will have plenty to see and do, they will be
safe, and they can get home afterwards.

• Putting the simple things right: Problems encountered
by pathfinders in the overnight appraisals were often
relatively small ones; for example street lights that
did not work, cleansing rosters that might need to be
rescheduled, or waste contractors who could be better
controlled. A menu of fairly small improvements could
therefore make the difference between success and
failure to attain Purple Flag.

• The final piece in the jigsaw? The themes of Purple
Flag are meant to be comprehensive, but the topics
they cover are largely familiar ones to practitioners.
The main contribution lies in bringing these topics all
together in a new way.

• A valuable methodology: The pathfinders generally
found the Purple Flag methodology helpful in reviewing
and developing policy for their areas. In one case, the
basic methodology encompassing core agenda themes,
appraisal and evaluation was adopted and applied in
a modified form to a different type of location where
housing was a major land use.
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• Diversity is widely supported, but can it be achieved?
Local authorities and others who took part in the pilots
genuinely wished to see a move away from a dominant
youth culture and towards greater choice and diversity.
But there was less clarity on how this could be delivered,
principally because for the most part the instruments of
influence and control are not in public sector hands. 

There are pointers to the future arising out of the pilots.
These include, for example, a more proactive approach
to licensing and enforcement, pursuing new developments
as catalysts to wider growth and using place-marketing
techniques, supported by more sophisticated consumer
market intelligence.

• University towns present specific challenges and
opportunities: There was university accommodation close
to the town or city centre in most of the pilots. This made
a big difference to the numbers of people out at night and
to opportunities for arts-related, cultural and business
development. Successful partnerships are needed with
universities and students’ unions to improve security, safety
and behaviour and to unlock the potential. There is much
relevant experience and good practice in the USA, from
which we can learn.

• Commercial investment is part of the answer: This was
a feature in many of the pilots and was a sign of the times.
The major new shopping centres planned or built in the pilot
locations included multiplex cinemas and family-oriented
restaurants. These were open later at night. Developers were
keen to create a good mix of activities together with an active
public realm that appealed to new and existing customers. 

Experience suggests that this type of investment, together
with the influx of new customers, can help to raise quality
and diversify town centres. The economic downturn,
particularly in the development industry, means that
many such schemes have been delayed or abandoned.

• But this investment opportunity needs to be balanced by
other policies to spread the benefits: Centres that benefit
most are likely to be those that are able to integrate new
investment with an area-wide uplift, including better access,
public realm improvements and a wider business benefit.

• Living with the legacy of planning history: It used to be
conventional planning wisdom to pedestrianise shopping
streets immediately outside clusters of major multiples.
Now with the demise of some of the big names and the
growth in leisure, this approach looks outdated and inflexible.
Empty, pedestrianised shopping streets at night can appear
bleak and intimidating. 

• Arts and culture can make a real difference: New venues
may well attract different visitors to the centre at night
and may also support a more varied range of shops and
restaurants (e.g. the Kingston Rose Theatre). Many arts
managers are very savvy about how to draw their customers
and how to market their products to them (e.g. The Cube
Derby). These managers may also have exceptional skills
in animating the centre after hours (e.g. the Derby Feste).
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Across the country local authorities, town
centre partnerships, licensees and police
have been working hard to make centres
safer and better for after-hours visitors.



Section Four (Realising Potential) suggested three practical
means of improving economic performance after hours that
are relevant to town centres emerging from recession,
looking at how to: 

• overcome barriers to growth
• add value to existing effort and
• exploit opportunities for growth.

Four simple steps were suggested, based on the creative
and iterative process developed and tested in some of
the Nightvision pilots involving and these include:

• developing the concept
• undertaking an appraisal
• developing policy and
• planning for action.

These steps include some ideas tried out with the pilots –
ideas that have yet to become established practice:

• Volume and value: A starting point in any strategy
should be recording and understanding what already
exists. Compared with the retail sector, few policy
makers know the volume and value of the total night
time economy in their areas and good policy making
is hampered by a lack of this type of basic data.
We propose that a simple model, similar to models
used in the tourism industry, is needed to calculate
this for planning purposes. 

• Policy proofing: Where policy is fragmented, it makes
sense to bring all policies together and relate them to
current good practice. A literature review or night time
policy proofing report provided a good basis for policy
development in many of the pilots. 

• Night time health check: An overnight appraisal or audit
is essential to gain a first hand perception of how a town
centre is actually performing. Those officers who are part
of the ‘new front line’ are used to going out. But there
is a ‘glass wall’ between these and other professionals
who are more accustomed to a 9 to 5 work schedule. 

The methodology developed for Purple Flag provides
a framework for a night time health check and can be
tailored to suit a locality. This methodology provides
a basis for identifying a potential menu of small and
medium scale improvements that can make all the
difference in many places.

• Life cycle monitoring: In Planning, Managing and Policing
Hospitality Zones34 Jim Peters points out that there are
often four phases in the evolution of entertainment districts:
emerging, developing, maturity and (potentially) decline.
The strong youth-oriented and fashion-conscious nature
of the sector means that change can happen very quickly.
The added uncertainty of the current recession makes
health checks and monitoring a necessity. 

• The market and ‘missing market’: Understanding consumer
aspirations and potential is a challenge when much of the
data is in commercial hands, and interviewing visitors to
town centres is problematic at night. Nevertheless, a way
must be found to allow specialist data sources to feed
into policy development. Visitors to town centres can
and should be interviewed in the early evening to build
up their understanding. 

Businesses should be surveyed and, perhaps most important
of all, a way must be found to reach those visitors who
might visit the centre after hours if the environment seemed
more secure and welcoming. Focus groups might help here,
for example.
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The next five years
The NightVision report was published at the height of the
economic boom. At the time the message was one of regulation
and control. Now we are in the midst of a stuttering economy,
poised between modest revival and who knows what? 

New challenges or opportunities have been added to the
list including:

• the trend towards home-based entertainment as well
as e-shopping

• a trend towards enjoying one’s leisure hours locally
rather than trekking to the town or city centre

• drinks prices at the supermarket which undercut prices
at pubs and bars by a considerable margin 

• pub closures and restructuring generally of the industry,
leading to fewer outlets and fewer nightclubs 

• a trend towards lower alcohol consumption overall,
fewer and later visits to town and city centre
destinations at night

• the cost of policing and managing night time hotspots
in the midst of a recession, given expected cuts in
public expenditure 

• the negative stigma that may worsen in many town
centres if operators respond to the recession by
reducing standards and trading down market.

Unusually for its time, NightVision was significantly about
growth – shaping it to create more balanced and enduring
local economies. The principles hold true today in a very
different climate, but there is nevertheless scope to give
them a sharper focus to reflect the need for economic
survival and revival. There is a strong message for 2010:

• Town centres can and should be attracting more custom,
visitors and expenditure than they are at present, even
though times are hard.

• Where public resources are squeezed it makes sense to
strive for that elusive balance of brands, activities and
customers that produces a more self-regulating environment.

• Town centres are generally better managed than they
were after hours. Now is the time to think again about
the benefits that could flow from this, in terms of new
investment and new patronage.

• Leisure is now a firm part of town and city centre
economies. Growth and improvements in the evening
and leisure sectors can benefit daytime activities too.
Some of the methodologies developed for post 5pm
can benefit town centres 24/7.
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In America the San Francisco Entertainment Commission
was set up in 2003 to champion and represent the city’s
entertainment providers and is the voice for the city’s 400
nightclubs. In Seattle the Mayor’s Office of Film and Music
employs a Music and Nightlife Programme Co-ordinator to
work in the seven night-time neighbourhoods. The work
places an emphasis on technical assistance and economic
development, rather than on law enforcement. The Seattle
Nightlife and Music Association has been established. In
Austin Texas, the self-styled ‘live music capital of the world,’
it is estimated that music and related industries benefit the
city by about $1 billion per year. A Music Commission and a
Live Music Task Force were set up by the Mayor. According
to the Mayor’s office “you have to be strategic about music
and entertainment – focus on talent and on the promotion
of music and city.”

• Town planning 24/7 and temporal zoning: In the past,
Town planning has focused on relatively static activities
during daytime. Night time leisure uses have been something
of a ‘fall back alternative.’ Given the current size and value
of the leisure economy, this is changing fast. Evening and
night time leisure activities need to be more integrated into
policies and plans for town centres. The challenge is that
these activities may be shorter term and relatively volatile. 

Individual activities may well come to life for a few hours
only, or at dead of night. The services on which they depend
(e.g. taxis and buses) may operate to a different spatial
pattern at night. This is certainly an occasion where one
plan does not fit all. In the future, planning policy will need
to reflect and accommodate a range of different spatial and
activity patterns during the day and night. The term ‘temporal
zoning’ is sometimes used to describe a policy response to
this. The aim of such an approach is to create a polycentric
town centre with focuses of activity possibly at different
times, but which together add up to a balanced, convivial
and viable town centre.
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• Exploiting the window of opportunity: In the current
climate there are likely to be fewer or smaller opportunities.
Major development schemes will be few and far between,
for a while at least. This means that we have to work
harder to assemble a critical mass of investment and use
it to prompt a wider uplift in the town centre economy.
Several of the pilots indicated how this can be done.

• Brand mix and recruitment: Good policing and licensing
is having a noticeable effect on poor and inexperienced
management of licensed venues. But this is only part of
the answer. Specific and individual types, densities and
mixes of activities, venues and brands create good, bad
or indifferent centres after hours. Management at this
level of detail coupled with an effective recruiting and
letting policy is used intuitively by effective developers
and landlords. The same principle needs to be applied
more widely. In one NightVision pilot a survey of potential
leisure investors was carried out to determine the prospects
for recruitment.

• Promoting better, broader entertainment: The Kingston
NightVision pilot showed that both ‘high brow’ and ‘low
brow’ entertainment should be considered together for
the benefits of a vibrant arts and cultural scene to be
fully enjoyed –generating more economic activity in the
creative sector generally. Many licensees in the UK have
become increasingly defensive as more regulation, higher
costs and taxes have taken their toll. Much effort has
rightly been spent on restoring and maintaining law and
order. But perhaps it is also time to focus on the positive
and on promoting quality entertainment. 
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33 Alcohol Harm Reduction Strategy for England. Prime minister’s Strategy Unit.
Cabinet Office. March 2004. See also Safe, Sensible and Social. The Next Steps
in the National Alcohol Strategy. Department of Health and Home Office.
June 2007.

34 Planning, Managing and Policing Hospitality Zones. A Practical Guide.
Responsible Hospitality Institute. Jim Peters et al.

In the future, planning policy will need
to reflect and accommodate a range
of different spatial and activity patterns
during the day and night.



Purple Flag update
Between October 2009 and the end of December:

• the management systems were designed for the operation
of Purple Flag by ATCM

• the packs of information and guidance for entrants,
assessors and others were completed including the
Purple Flag entrants’ Resource Pack

• the Pathfinder projects were extended to become the
first town and city centres to go through the formal
assessment process

• assessors were recruited, trained and guided through
their first overnight assessments

• the Purple Flag Accreditation Panel was convened and
the first set of Assessors’ Reports on the Pathfinder
locations was considered

• at the same time the entry window for Round One of
Purple Flag was announced, closing on 15 January 2010.
ATCM’s intention is that there should be two rounds of
Purple Flag per year. 

Purple Flag – the four systems
During this phase of development the operation and management
of Purple Flag crystallised around four systems:

• standards and values
• entry system
• the operating system and
• communication strategy.

1. Standards and values
The Core Agenda with its five themes and attributes remains
at the heart of Purple Flag. Its basic structure has endured
and is supported by those who have taken part in Purple
Flag to date. In the future individual attributes may well
be adjusted to reflect new thinking or different conditions
on the ground.

2. Entry system
The visual inspection by assessors needs to be supplemented
by other information to make the overall judgement credible
and representative of the performance of the town centre
throughout the week and year. The entry procedure therefore
makes demands on entrants to the scheme. The intention is
that the procedure itself should be valuable by bringing the
right people together, assessing the performance of an area
at night and highlighting priorities to address. There are
six steps:

1. Organise for Purple Flag: There are likely to be three
parts to this: a decision at senior level to participate (without
which participation by all departments is much more difficult),
appointment of a Purple Flag Co-ordinator to bring the people
and information together and convening a Purple Flag Working
Group that is representative of the key stakeholder interests.

On 21 January 2010, ATCM awarded the first Purple Flags at the Inaugural
Awards Ceremony in Birmingham. This marked the conclusion of an intensive
three-month burst of development activity, supported by the Home Office. 

where are we now?
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3. The Operating System
The intention was that Purple Flag should be credible and
authoritative, but also accessible and supportive. The aim
is to give practical guidance and advice to participants who
may not be ready for a Purple Flag, so that they can tackle
weaknesses and, all being well, be successful in a later
round. For each round, ATCM and its Purple Flag partners
undertake the following:

• A first sift of entry documents by ATCM to advise
entrants early on if there are obvious gaps or problems
in the documents.

• Training and appointment of assessors: The assessors have
a crucial role in the process. Two are allocated to each
entry. While all expenses are covered, the assessors give
their time for free. Both the Civic Trust and ATCM found
strong interest in the role from professionals and others.
Many saw the role as a way to develop their own
understanding and further their careers.

• The assessment: The assessors have four tasks to perform: 

– desk review of the entry documents

– overnight assessment

– post appraisal fact check, if there are any important
issues to be checked with the entrant before a decision
is reached

– assessors’ report and recommendation to the Purple
Flag Accreditation Panel.

• Accreditation panel meeting: The panel is formed of senior
professionals with appropriate experience. Their role is to
consider the assessors’ recommendations and to ensure a
consistent standard across the board. The three decisions
possible are: approval, deferral pending further investigation
and rejection or not yet ready plus advice and support on
what the panel feels needs to be done to reach standard.

• Accreditation ceremony: The formal award of the Purple
Flag and the start of local and national publicity for
successful places.

4. Communication strategy
In the current environment potential entrants will
understandably be wary of committing the time needed
to enter the Purple Flag scheme unless they are clear
about the benefits to them and their town and city centres.
Therefore a communication strategy is under consideration,
a strategy which would raise the profile of Purple Flag,
make the case for it in recession-torn Britain and offer
practical support to local participants helping them to
develop a clear understanding of their town centres. 

The Purple Fla    g contribution

The earlier sections of the report have shown the enormous
challenges facing town centres today and how important the
evening and night time economy is as a component of future
growth and development. Purple Flag can make a valuable
contribution by providing a rational framework for bringing the
stakeholders together, evaluating performance and identifying
actions. Where standards are met Purple Flag can be an
opportunity to promote town centres, to overcome unfairly
negative perceptions and to attract more business. 
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2. Prepare the Purple Flag area map: This involves selecting
the area to be submitted – a little more involved than it might
seem at first glance. As a minimum, the map should be the
area defined and outlined. But it does need to be practically
helpful to the Purple Flag Assessors, so it will normally be
based on an Ordnance Survey map. Other information can be
added to help the assessors understand how the area works,
such as information on licensed premises and attractions, taxi
ranks and bus stops, public toilets, triage or SOS stations. 

Most plans are still prepared just for 9am to 5pm despite
the fact that town centres may operate very differently at
night, so this simple step might help to fill a surprising gap
in policy 24/7.

3. Prepare the Purple Flag area snapshot: The aim is to
present the assessors with enough information to show how
the area performs year round and to indicate a positive
momentum with improvements over time. No fresh research
is required – just existing and available information brought
together against the five core agenda headings in a succinct
way, together with an honest judgement about the conclusions.
Given the sensitive nature of many of the topics this process
may need the involvement of senior officers to cut through
the detail and draw out the overall conclusions.

4. Carry out an overnight assessment: The aim is to
compare the written material in the snapshot with the
reality on the ground, providing the entrant with sufficient
information to undertake the next vital step; the self-
assessment. The recommended procedure is similar to
that undertaken by Purple Flag assessors, so that a decision
on whether to award a flag or not is based on at least two
overnight assessments. The Purple Flag Entrants’ Resource
Pack identifies four time bands and supplies a checklist
of issues to consider. The intention is that the assessment
should be undertaken by member of the Purple Flag Working
Group and that the assessment team should be broadly
representative of key interest groups, including residents.

5. Prepare the self-assessment: The conclusions of the
overnight assessment are agreed by the Working Group
and set down on a chart very similar to the ones used
later by both the Purple Flag assessors and the Purple
Flag Accreditation Panel. Continuity through the whole
process is provided by the core agenda themes and
attributes and the five colour-coded standards. In practice,
assessors and panellists will use the self-assessment chart,
supplemented by the snapshot and map, as the focus for
debate and the basis for making their own judgements.

6. Submit entry documents, entry form and fee.
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The Purple Flag Entrants’ Resource Pack
identifies four time bands and supplies
a checklist of issues to consider.



ATCM Association of Town Centre Management

BCSC British Council of Shopping Centres

BID Business Improvement District

BOBB Behave or Be Banned

CCTV Closed Circuit Television

CDRP Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnership

COPS Crime Opportunity Profiling of Streets

EMZ Entertainment Management Zone

IDeA Improvement and Development Agency

PCSO Police Community Support Officer

PPS Planning Policy Statement

RHI Responsible Hospitality Association of America

SPD Supplementary Planning Document
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